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Purpose of Ex hibit : To explore the many aspec ts of Rainbow Trout in a thematic format by showing not
only topica l Rainbow tro ut material but thema tic e lements that wi ll deve lop the story in a richer and more
interesting fashion .
S ubject Ma tte r: This story is about Rainbow Trout and not trout in general. The later would certainly be
a 5+ frame exhibit. Even though much of this story relates to trout (Atlantic and Pacific re latives) it is
specifically focused on the Rainbow and thus should not be penalized as unsuitable for a 16-page exhibit.
Items of a topical nature were carefu ll y chosen to di splay on ly Rainbow Trout and their specific
characteristics. The only place where this is not the case is where discussing common traits within the
family or genus.
T r ea tme nt a nd Pl a n : The story is subdivided into 4 major sections and based upon the subject matter of
each the exhibit is well balanced. Each se ction is functionally of equal importance and every attempt was
made to address that equality in their development. Many aspects were quite difficult to display in a
thematic manner and more abstract methods were used to more fully develop the story.
Kno w led ge of S ubj ect : The exhibitor has been a fisherman for more than 55 years and has researched this
subject in depth for many decades. In trying to fully develop this story the viewer will be exposed to many
facts that are important to understand the subject yet are quite challenging to find suitable elements. While
a fairly new exhibiting challenge for the exhibitor, more than 5 years have been spent trying to acquire the
material show herein.
E le m ent s: One of the difficulties is in finding thematic material that is not either relati ve ly new or of the
11
revenue variety. 19' century material was selected to develop the ideas chosen where thematically
possible. On each page a serious attempt was made to include at least three and sometimes 5 different
elements which will include usages of both stamps and revenues on licenses, stationery, cancels, meters,
Cinderella labels and more.
R ari ty : As one would expect the difficulty of acquisition is not necessarily high for many items shown but
is more related in trying to find the elements that will best develop the story line . There are a few rare
items on display, most notably the Iowa proof imperforate fishing stamps of which only 4 pairs could exist.
Also the Tasmania pictorial envelope is reported (Me amee) to be one of 10 commercially used and the
only one to a foreign des tination.
S how in gs: This exhib it was firs t shown at NTSS 08 and received a vermeil. Subsequently it has been
shown only at loca l and regional shows with a wards ranging from vermeil to gold. It is als.o my first
attempt at a thematic exh ibit.
Synopsis of the Issue
by Tim Ba rtshe
Wha t Should Be In A Synopsis Page- See p. 14
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AAPE mcmhers can relax in the comfort of t11eir homes and rc, iew one oftht•
world's largest stock<t of re,;enuc stamps at our Internet we h site.
Rut wait. there\ more! ( )ur ve1Y large web si te is cme of philate h''s most exciting.
It's full of en terta ining full-color gra phics and up-to-date inf(mnatio n on the rc1·e nue
stamp world . .'\ nd it cha n ge~ all the timc ...so one 1isit is ne1·cr e nou gh.

Eric jackson
P.O. Box 728 · Leesport PA 19533-0728
(61 0) 926-6200 · Fax: (61 0) 926-0 1 20
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PRIVATE TREATY PLACEMENT
AUCTION REPRESENTATION
COLLECTION BUILDING

and
ESTATE APPRAISAL

New Collections
Available
We have a number of important collections available for collectors
and exhibitors interested in finding new and challenging philatelic
areas to exp lore. Contact us for detai Is.

FRASERS
Colin G. Fraser - Pamela Kayfetz Fraser
P.O. Box 335, Woodstock, New York 12498
Tel: 845-679-0684 Fax: 845-679-0685
email: frasersstamps @cs.com
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AAPE STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The American Association of Philatelic Exhibitors has been formed in order to share and discuss ideas and techniques geared to
improving standards of exhibit preparation, judging and the management of exhibitions. We exist to serve the entire range of people
who work or have an interest in one or more of the these fields; whether they be novice, experienced or just beginning to think about
getting involved. Through pursuit of our purposes, it is our goal to encourage your increasing participation and enjoyment of philatel ic exhibiting.
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Timothy Bartshe
13955 30th Ave.
Golden, CO 8040 I
303-273-9247
timbartshe@aol.com
VICE PRESIDENT & EDITOR
John M. Hotchner
P.O . Box 1125
Falls Church, VA 22041-0125
j mhstamp@ veri zon. net
SECRETARY
Elizabeth Hisey
7227 Sparta Rd.
Sebring, FL 33872
lizhisey @comcast.net
TREASURER
Patricia Stilwell Walker
P.O. Box 99
Lisbon, MD 21765
psw 123 @comcast.net
PAST PRESIDENT
Dr. Paul Tyler
I 023 Rocky Point Court NE
Albuquerque, NM 87123
ptylerl OO@comcast.net
AD MANAGER
Don David Price
Rua Freitas Reis 17
2570-357 Cascais, Portugal
ddprice98@hotmail .com
COMMITTEE OF PAST PRESIDENTS
Randy Neil, Chas Verge, Peter McCann,
Paul Tyler, Steve Schumann

DIRECTORS (through 20 I 0)
Guy Dillaway phbrit@comcast.net
David Herendeen dherendeen@ aol.com

DIRECTORS (through 2012)
Ronald Lesher revenuer@atlanticbb.net
Mark Banchik mebanchik@aol.com

COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS
Local/Regional Exhibiting: Dr. John Barrett, 2314 Dewitt St., Irving, TX 75062
National Level Exhibiting: (vacant)
International Exhibiting: Stephen Schumann , 2417 Cabrillo Dr. , Hayward, CA 94545-4535
Youth Exhibiting: Cheryl Edgcomb, P.O. Box 166, Knoxville, PA 16928
Thematicffopical: Phil Stager, 4184 51 " Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Show Management: (vacant)
Exhibitor's Critique Service: Mark Banchik, Box 2125, Great Neck, NY II 022-2125
Critique Service For Title & Synopsis Pages: Dr. Guy Dillaway, P.O. Box 181 Weston,
MA 02493 - phbrit@comcast.net
Conventions and Meetings: Denise Stotts, P.O . Box 690042, Houston , TX 77269
Publicity: Ed Fisher, 1033 Putney, Birmingham, MI 48009
AAPE Youth Championship: Director: Mrs. Carol Barr, 5524 Washington St.,
Downers Grove, IL 60516-1327 carolschamps @yahoo.com
Computers in Exhibiting: Jerry Jensen , I 0900 Ewing Ave. S., Bloomington, MN 55431
Jerry@ gps.nu
AAPE Website: (www.aape.org), Larry Fillion- malariastamps @yahoo.com
Mentor Center Manager: Kent Wilson, P.O. Box 51268, Billings, MT 59105-1268
turgon96 @bresnan.net
Diamond and Ruby Awards: Ron Lesher, P.O. Box 1663, Easton, MD 21601
revenuer @atlanticbb.net
Digital Philatelic Study: Richard Maisel , 29 Washington Sq. West, Apt. 16D, New York, NY,
10011-9199, xxjones@juno.com
Outreach: Tim Bartshe (Contact details at left)
SEND: • Proposals for association ac tivities - to the President.
• Membership forms, brochures, requests, and correspondence - to the Secretary.
• Manuscripts, news, letters to th e Editor, exhibit listin gs (in the proper format) and member
ad lets - to the Editor.
• Requests for back issues (see page 3) to Bill McMurray, P.O. Box 342, Westerly, Rl 02891

MAIL MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION TO:
Liz Hisey, AAPE Secretary
7227 Sparta Road,
Sebring, FL 33872
Enclosed are my dues of $20.00* (US and Canada) or $25.00 (all foreign mailing add resses) and application for my membership in the
AAPE, which includes $17 .00 annual subscription to The Philatelic Exhibitor. Life memberships in the U.S. and Canada: 69 and
younger $400, 70-79 $300, 80+ $200. Residents of other countries: 69 and younger $500, 70-79 $375, 80+ $250. Paypal is available
for an additional $1.00. Please indicate and I will contact you. Foreign airmail is an additional charge, please inquire if interested.
NAME: ________________________________________________
ADDRESS: _____________________________________________
CITY: __________________________________________________
STATE:

ZIP:

COUNTRY: _________________________

OTHER: ------------------------------------PHILATELIC MEMBERSHIPS : APS#
BUSINESS AND/OR PERSONAL REFERENCES: (NOT REQUIRED IF APS MEMBER)
SIGNATURE: ----------------------------------------------------~---DATE: ___________
*Youth Membership (Age 18 and under) $10.00 includes a subscription to TPE. Spouse membership is $10.00- TPE not included.
Multiple year memberships are available; up to 4 additional years may be paid in advance at $18.00 per year (US and Canada) or $23
per year (all other foreign addresses).
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Official Publication of the American Association of Philatelic Exhibitors (APS Affiliate #0157)
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(91)
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Assistant Editor: Phil Rhoade
John M. Hotchner, Editor
905 E. Oakside St.
P.O. Box 1125
South Bend, IN 46614
Falls Church, VA 22041-0125
jmhstamp@verizon.net
phllip.rhoade@ mnsu.edu
The Philatelic Exhibitor (ISSN 0892-032X) is published four times a year in
January, April, July and October for $15.00 per year (AAPE dues of $20.00 per
year includes $15.00 for subscription to The Philatelic Exhibitor) by the
American Association of Philatelic Exhibitors, 7227 Sparta Rd., Sebring, FL
33872.
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Philatelic Exhibitor, 7227 Sparta,
Sebring, FL 33872.
TPE is a forum for debate and information sharing. Views expressed are those of
the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the AAPE. Manuscripts, news and
comments should be addressed to the Editor at the above address. Manuscripts
should be double spaced, typewritten, if possible.
Correspondence and inquires to AAPE's Officers should be directed as shown on
the inside front cover.
Deadline for the next issue to be printed on or about Oct. 15, 2009 is Sept. 15,
2009. The following issue will close Dec. 15, 2009.
BACK ISSUES of The Philatelic Exhibitor are available while supplies last from
Bill McMurray, P.O. Box 342, Westerl y, RI 02891 , Vol. T, No. 2 and 3, at $5.00 each,
Vol. II, No. 1-4; Vol. III, No. 1-4; Vol. IV, No. 3-5; and all four iss ues of Volumes 520 at $3.00 each; Vol. 2 1, No. 1-4, $3.00; Vol. 22, No. 1-4, $3.00; Vol. 23, No. 1-2,
$3.00.
FUTURE ISSUES & THEMES
The deadline for the October, 2009 issue of The Philatelic Exhibitor is September
15, 2009. The suggested topic is: "Show administration- an art or a science?"
For the January, 20 I0 issue - deadline December 15, 2009 - the suggested topic
is: "Are live shows too expensive to survive? Is our future exhibits on the
Internet?"
YOUR thoughts, experiences, ideas, and suggesti ons are soli cited on these matters
or any other, in the form of arti cles, "s horts." and Letters to the Editor, for sharin g with
all AAPE members.
U you have an idea for a topic for a future issue, drop me a note; address at
- JMH
the top of this page.
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In recogniti on of their contributi ons to the success of the AAPE and The Philatelic
Exhibito r, th anks and a round of applause to the foll ow in g people whose efforts
have contributed to AAPE's successes:
• May. 2009- Bob Rawlins and Steve Henderson, who reg ul arly write about and promote exhibiting in the Universal Ship Cancellation Society Log.
• .June, 2009- Denise Stotts, who has taken o n writin g a regular co lumn on exhibitin g in
the Chri stmas Phil ate lic Club 's Yule Log.
•.July. 2009- Darrell Ertzber~er and NAPEX '09, which grac iously gave AAPE time
at its banquet to present the 2009 Henni g Award to Charli e Peterson. See page 13.
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Please make sure that you notify the
Secretary - Liz Hisey of any
changes of address so that the database
can be updated. Because of the nature
of our mailing permit, your TPE is
NOT forwarded or HELD (if you are
away) but is returned to the secretary,
postage due. Save the Society the cost
of lost issues and yourself the cost of
additio11al mailing and due fees by getting your change of address by snail
mail or e-mail to the secretary as soon
as possible.
July 2009/3

Mentor Service Needs You!
The mentoring committee is seeking
two types of individuals.
One is reading this paragraph right
now. That is the member of AAPE that
cares enough about their "hobby within a
hobby" to read about and keep up to date
on philatelic exhibiting. This type of individual is needed to mentor.
The second type of individual is not
reading this right now. They probably
don't know about AAPE and in fact they
may not have previously exhibited. If
they have exhibited their collection, they
may not have received a medal commensurate with their perceived level or were
embarrassed by their medal level to the
point of not asking any questions. This
type of individual needs mentoring.
I hope I receive e-maHs from several
of you that can volunteer to mentor.
The second type of individual is going
to be referred to the Committee by you,
too. This individual is at your stamp club
or regional show. They are at WSP shows.
They have an interest, but need to be told
about how we can help, and then referred.
The committee will be happy to contact
them. Can you help?
Kent Wilson
P.O. Box 51268, Billings, MT 59105
turgon96 @bresnan .net

Diamond & Ruby
Award Applications

3 1. Robert Morgan - "Hun gary: T he
Hyperinfl ati on 1945- 1946" ( I 0 Go lds)

The Diamond Award is given to an
exhibitor who has supported national level
shows through consistent excellence and frequent entry of their multi-frame exhibits. To
qualify, the exhibitor has to have achieved 10
gold wards with a single exhibit or six gold
awards with six separate exhibits over a span
of 10 years in U.S. and Canadian national
level shows.
The Ruby Award is given to an exhibitor
who has won 12 gold level awards with two
or more one frame exhibits, or golds for 6 different OFEs, starting Jan. 1, 2005.
Additional details and applications for
these awards will be found at www.aape.org.
Click the awards link, then Diamond Award or
Ruby Award, as needed.

37. Da le ne T ho mas "Pharos:
Li ghthouses of T he World ( I 0 Go lds).

Newly Accredited Judge

38. Liz Hisey - "C hri stmas Dinner at
the Portl and Hotel, OR - 19 14."

Santiago Cru z has been acc redited as
an APS National Judge. Hi s areas of
ex pertise incl ude Colombia, Colombi a
(SCA DTA ), Panama, Latin Ameri ca.
Show committees wishing to contac t him
should chec k the APS website or CANEJ
Chairman Stephen Reinhard
(s reinhard I @optonline. net).
4/July 2009

"Co ll ectin g
32. Je ffrey Sh apiro Prexie Postal Hi story" ( I 0 Golds)
33. Eli ot Landau - "Cl assic France
Postal Hi story, 1849- 1876" ( I 0 Go lds) +
Golds on 6+ Differe nt exhibits.
34. Frank Wiatr Hi story" (10 Go lds)

"Cracow Postal

35. Larry Ni x - "America's Public
Libraries and Their Fore runn ers" ( 10
Go lds)
36. Bob Hi sey - "Offic ials of South
America" (I 0 Golds)

Ruby Award Winners
6 Different One-Frame Golds
I . Tim Bartshe
2. Harl an F. Stone
3. Steve Zw illinger

NEEDED NOW
FOR THE
OCTOBER, 2009
&JANUARY,
2010 ISSUES
Articles ! Opinions
Titles & Synopsis Pages
Classifieds, Etc.
Send to:
John M. Hotchner, Editor
P.O. Box 1125
Falls Church, VA 22041

or E-mail:
Jmhstamp@verizon.net
The Philatelic Exhibitor
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RIEIG IE!NlCIY
experienced auctioneers since 1929
You've invested considerable time and money in your collection. Invest in an
auction house that will "care" for your stamps & postal history with the same
passionate dedication. Consign your material to one of the country's leading
auctioneers.
We will carefully lot your material in a way that will bring top dollar.
We just won't lump it together in a single lot. We'll spend the time to write,
photograph, and present your collection in a way that will attract the
most buyers and dollars for you!
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As the official auctioneer of four major national APS stamp shows,
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Regency-Superior is known across the country and around the world for
providing SUPERIOR SERVICE & SUPERIOR RESULTS!
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For information on how to consign, call us toll free: (800) 782-0066
or visit our website at www.RegencySuperior.com.
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9478 W. Olympic Blvd. Ste 200 • Beverly Hills CA 90212 • 229 N. Euclid Ave • St. Louis MO 63108

Committee Appointed
CANEJ Chair Steve Reinhard has
appointed the following subcommittee to
handle the development of a PowerPoint
Library of CANEJ Seminars.
David McNamee , Chair
Phil Stager
Tim Bartshe
Kent Wilson

This subcommittee will be responsible
for developing goals. These goals will center on education by use of presentations at
shows, use of the new APS web site to gain
wider dissemination , and other approaches
in spreading the word of exhibiting and
judging. Once the goals are established a
program to accomplish the goals will be

developed . Already written materials may
be used as the starting point. Many people,
both inside and outside of CANEJ, will
need to assist the members of the subcommittee.
If anyone has a PowerPoint program to
share with David please see that he gets the
most up-to-date copy of same. He can be
reached at dmcnamee@aol.com or 15
Woodland Dr., Alamo, CA 94507

USE THE PHILATELIC EXHIBIT(JR TO REACH
AMERICA'S TOP PHILATELIC BUYERS
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Our LOW Advertising Rates:
It's common knowledge. No stamp coUector searches more vigorously nor is a more avid buyer of serious stamps and covers than the philatelic exhibitor. Each exhibitor has a specific goal in mind for coUections and if your firm can help supply material to help him reach that goal...you become a primary source. THE PHILATELIC EXHIBITOR is your #l direct vehicle to every
key exhibitor in America. It is the only advertising medium of its kind: The Official journal of the

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PHILATELIC EXHIBITORS.

Contact: Don David Price, Advertising Manager • ddprice98@hotmail. com
INSIDE FRONT COVER- ~
t.
INSIDE BACK COVER-$_,_.., y~· ..... ~~ ~· .., _ _,~ y~· ·J··~~ ·~· . 1 ~ ... ~~····~~·.
OUTSIDE BACK COVER- $325 per issue or $290 per issue for 1 year contract.
2-PAGE CENTER SPREAD- $500 • Available ou(J' on four-issue Contract rate.
FULL PAGE- $310 per issue or $275 per issue for 1 year contract.
2/3 PAGE- $260 per issue or $230 per issue for 1 year contract. 1/2 PAGE- $165 per issue or $I 50 per issue for I year contract.
11.~ PAGE- $90 per issue or $75 per issue for 1 year contract.
1!6 PAGE- $50 per issue or $40 per issue for I year contract .
':'Coutract Rates are ou(J' t 1alidfor four cousecutive issues.
The Philatelic Exhibitor
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CLASSIFIED ADS WELCOME

Your AD HERE - up to 30 words plus address- for $5.00 per insertion. Members only. Send ad and payment to the Editor, P.O. Box 1125 , Falls Church, VA 22041-0125.
• MOURNING COVERS, U.S Postal Counterfeits, Yemen oddities, " Hubba Hubba'" Ko rea n War Covers , 1934 and 1935 Christmas Seals on cover, and
US Auxili ary markings on dome ti c and incoming mail wanted. Write John Hotch ner, P.O. Box 1125, Falls Church, VA 2204 1-0 125 or jmhstamp@ix.netcom .com.
• FOREIGN POSTAL STATIONERY COLLECTIONS, accumul ati ons, mint and used, sin gle items. duplication OK . Steve Schumann, 2417 Cabrillo
Dri ve, Hayward. CA 94545, sdsc h @ea rthlink .net, 510-785-4 794.
• PARODIES -ALL TYPES OF PHILATELIC items wanted for exhibit entitled "Parody Philately." Anything th at pokes fun at mail serv ice, our
hobby, etc. Curren t o r o rder material needed. All inquiries answered. Mark Sommer. 1266 Teaneck Rd . - I OA, Teaneck, NJ 07666.
• FLAG & WHITE HOUSE 6c or 8c Scott# 1338. Pair with full ver. gutte r btwn. noted but not priced in Scott Wanted, also unu sual usages: overseas,
parcels, registered. etc. Arthur Cole, 256-882-995 1 evenings or e-mai l sca n to artcole @att.net.

Help With New Projects -

Free Listing

• 1934-1935 U.S. National Parks Postal History. Need a COD cover on m a iling labe l using o ne or more of the stamps.
Victor Nieset, 9565 W. Rid ge Rd ., Elyria, OH 44035 o r vhnieset@windstream.net.
If you would like a free listing in TPE to h e lp you with a new ex hibitin g project. please complete the form below, a nd se nd it to
th e Editor ASAP:
J' n1developing an ex hibit of_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , and need help
wi th (materia l) ( info rm ation) (orga ni zation and presen tation ) and/or - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Name a nd address :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Send to John H ote hner, PO Box I 125 , Fa ll s C hurch, VA 2 204 1-0 125

What's New

@

aape.org by Larry Fillion

- Youth 2009 Champion of Champions
Results Posted
- Youth 2009 Champi on of Champions
Protiles Posted

- Diamond Award Recipients Posted
- Ruby Awards Recipients Posted
- Henni g Award Recipient Posted

- Cover and Artic le List for April 2009
Uploaded
- Youth 20 10 Champion of Champions
Initial List Posted
- 2009 One Frame Competition
Winners Posted
- 2010 One Frame Competition Rules
Posted

An APS-Recognized National Show

StatnpExpo 400
is a signature international event of
the 2009 Hudson-Fulton-Champlain
Quadricentennial Stamp Exposition
and is being presented by the
Federation of New York Philatelic
Societies

September 25-27, 2009
Empire State Plaza, Albany, NY
Friday & Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

Philatelic & Literat'!re ~xbib_itors Wa11ted!
Enter Our Contests f_or #(ids & Adults!

Free AdiTiission! Mark Your Calendar!
6/July 2009
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Editor's 2¢. Worth
by John M. Hotchner, Editor, P.O. Box 1125, Falls Church, VA 22041
jmhstamp@ verizon.net

Charlie Peterson (1933-2009)
If ever there were a good news-bad news situation it is for the former, the presentation to Charlie Peterson of
AAPE's Hennig Award for excellence in judging and his contributions to literature excellence through improved
judging standards and the work he did in the Writer's Unit 30 Critique Service. The bad news is that he was visibly sinki ng when he
attended the awards ceremony on June 6, and he passed on just a week later. A report on the presentation is included in this issue starting on page 13. It is followed by a tribute from Doug Lehmann. Given the fact that Charlie mentored two generations of literature
judges and went out of his way to help many others throughout a long career in philately, it is my intention to devote several pages to
tributes in the October issue of TPE. If you would like to participate, please send me your tribute
Four More Pages Thanks to the work of our Advertising director, Don David Price, we have enough new advertisers to be able to
expand by four pages beginning with the next issue. We want to keep those advertisers, and the best way to do that is to patronize them,
and let them know that you saw their ad in TPE. Keep in mind also that dealers buy as well as sell. When you decide to cash in one
collection to be able to afford a new effort, deal- . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . ,
ers can be helpful in finding a private treaty
Corrections
buyer, or disposing of it in other ways.
• In Dingle Smith's " More on EFIRO and FIP Shows, page 22, 4/09 TPE, The
Show Listings On one hand, I hear show last sentence gives an incorrect website. It should be www.fip-revenue.org.
people complaining that it is hard to get
• In Steve Reinhard 's "Wanted: A Few Good Men (and Women)," p. 16 4/09
exhibits, to get people to come to the show, and
TPE, hi s e-mail should have been sreinhardl @optonline.net. The address for Peter
to get print publicity. On the other hand, space
McCann, also incorrect, should be P 103226706 @cs.com
in AAPE's Show Listings column rarely
The Editor regrets the errors .
exceeds four or five listings. Free listings, I
might add . Need I say more?

~

Your 2¢ Worth
Receiving the Diamond Award
To the Editor:
There has been some controversy over
AAPE 's creation of the Diamond Award. It
has been likened to just another incentive
for " mug hunting." However, when I was
notified that I would become the 35th
recipient of this award, it was personally
extremely gratifying.
The first glimmer of the idea of philatelic exhibiting occurred to me in 1995 . Eight
years later, in 2003 after the creation of the
Display Division, I finally had the courage
to put together my first exhibit. It was titled
'The Story of America's Libraries" and it
was entered in the 2003 National Topical
Stamp Show in Denver as a display exhibit. It received a vermeil award, barely. Six
years later, at the Rocky Mountain Stamp
2009 in Denver, I received my tenth gold
award which qualified me for the Diamond
Award .
My exhibit was now titled "A merica's
Public Libraries and Their Forerunners."
Durin g that six year period, my exhibit
underwent major revisions each year,
requiring hundreds of hours of effort on my
part. Generally, the exhibit's focus was narThe Philatelic Exhibitor
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rowed so that my exhibit which started out
dealing with the entirety of America's
library history ended up focusing only on
public libraries and their forerunners . With
changes in focus, treatment, and material
included, each new version of the exhibit
could be and was viewed more or less
favorably by the judges.
I was willing to take the risk of receiving a lower medal level because revising
the exhibit provided me with more personal challen ge and creative opportunity.
Although there were setbacks, I have
achieved far more recognition for my
efforts than I ever expected. The Diamond
Award will represent different levels of
effort and accomplishment for those who
apply for it and some will not bother to
apply even though qualified . To me the
Diamond Award represents the culmination
of years of collecting and untold hours of
exhibit preparation, and I consider it a high
honor to receive it from AAPE .
Note: A timeline for my exhibit can be
found at www.libraryhistorybuff.com
Larry T. Nix
Middleton, WI

nix@ libraryhistorybuff. org

Corner Mounts
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To the Editor:
In the recent issue of The Philatelic
Exhibitor Henry Fisher asked about the
availability of lick and stick corner mounts.
Subway has such. $11.20 + S&H for I00.
Plastic film attached to white gummed
paper. Product no. AIASMC I. See
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http://www.subwaystamp.com/
prodinfo.asp ?number=AlAMCl
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They also carry self-stick corner mounts ::
in a variety of designs .
·§
Roger Rhoads 0
Mentor, OH

rrrhoads@aol.com

Classes and Divisions
To the Editor:
We all make mistakes every once in a
while and one of the most common of all is
the phrase "Display Class ." Yes, there once
was such a thing, and we all do it out of
habit and old ones die hard for sure.
Recently at Rocky Mountain Stamp Show,
I got the chance to rib Rich Drews about
hi s frequent reference to the "Display
Class." Now that I have read the recent
issue of TPE I notice that on the Cover
Page is El iot Landau's title page for his
Juiy21.X'fJn

superb exhibit, Lincoln, Slavery and the
Civil War. Right out of the box is the sentence "This is a Display Class exhibit ...."
Wrongo, Wrongat, Wrongas to conjugate
in Latin the word WRONG.
Let us all try to clear the air to the facts
of exhibiting life. There are five Classes in
exhibiting: Open, One-frame, Youth,
Picture Postcard and Literature. Within the
Open Class are six Divisions, one of which
happens to be the Display Division. Yes
that is Division. Although it is not as bad as
call ing a Thematic Division exhibit a topical, in deference to those who have or are
about to create a Display Division exhibit,
please try to remember it is NOT Display
Class even though a display division exhibit can be classy!
Tim Bartshe
Golden, CO
Timbartshe@aol.com

Punish Empty Frames
To the Editor:
What do you do about exhibitors who
withdraw at the last moment? As chairman
of the Garfield-Perry March Party this has
been a continuing problem that I'm sure
must be of concern to other shows. Last
year we had three exhibitors, two single
frames and a five framer, pull out within a
week of the show opening. We scrambled
and put up noncompetitive exhibits from
other members of our club so as not to have
blank frames. This year an exhibitor sent
an e-mail to our exhibit chairman on the
day when the exhibits were to have been
mounted and announced, "Due to a pressing family situation, I will not be able to
participate in the Garfield-Perry show this
year. Please accept my deepest apologies
for withdrawing at such a late time." And
that was eight frames! We were fortunate
this time to have a grand award winner of
eight frames from a WSP show available to
install as Court of Honor exhibit.
In my opinion that's unconscionable.
The exhibit was to have been mailed, but
the person seemingly could not find time to
get to the post office? One of the cancellations last year was withdrawn as the
exhibitor did not have time to put it together! In any case, a withdrawal a month
ahead of time would have allowed another
competitive exhibit to have been substituted, but now the show goers had to view
something that was not going to be judged.
What do you do? Yes, we refused to
return the frame fees, but I think the
exhibitor should be reprimanded for his
behavior. Should that be simply telling him
that he would not be welcome at our show
in the future or should the APS step in to
prevent the individual from exhibiting in a
WSP show for the next year? I'd like to
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hear from the readers .

package.
Roger Rhoads
Mentor, OH
rrrhoads@ aol.com

Mike Ley
Doniphan, NE
giscougar@aol.com

More Problems

Quotations

To The Editor:
I thought the article by Robert Bell "Is
Philatelic Exhibiting in the US in
Trouble?" (1/09 TPE p. 23), I) was quite
excellent and I share his concerns about
"check book competitions."
I would like to raise from here in the UK
two other areas where urgent action is
required.
It is difficult to improve an exhibit when
so little constructive advice is offered by
the judges. During the decade I exhibited at
local and national level the quantity of the
judges' written feedback on my exhibit
varied between a couple of sentences and
none whatsoever. In most cases no provision was made for verbal feedback to be
offered to exhibitors and even when this
facility was offered there was no certainty
that the judge would keep the appointment.
I well remember traveling for over two
hours only to be told the judge had
"changed his mind" about seeing me.
I will not consider exhibiting again
unless and until I am far more confident
that constructive feedback will be made
available to all exhibitors who ask for it.
More serious and much harder to deal
with is what I call the "same old faces"
syndrome. In the UK I have the strong
impression that the same few names crop
up again and again in the context of
appointments to any position of national
philatelic importance or the winning of
gold medals at exhibitions. Remember too
that many of this tiny group are also philatelic judges. I can see little or no incentive
for members of this group to accept any
changes to the status quo despite the quite
clear conflict of interest that exists!
Martin Nicholson
Daventry, UK
newbinaries@ yahoo. co. uk

To the Editor:
Just a note to let you know how much I
enjoy, and profit from, The Philatelic
Exhibitor.
However, the first things I read are the
quotations on the selvedge(?) of the pages.
They are both witty and profound and are
just the thing to put a person in the mood to
get the most from the articles. Keep up the
good work.
All the best,
Vernon Richards
Victoria, BC

Using Stamps For Return
To the Editor:
The Fly reported the gripe of the mail in
exhibitor whose exhibit was returned with
a meter strip even though he had specifically requested the use of Express Mail and
Priority Mail stamps. I rarely mail in an
exhibit but when I decided to enter Filatelic
Fiesta this past winter I did not include
extra in my check for the return of the
exhibit. Instead I enclosed four of the
$16.50 Express Mail stamps and asked
them to use those. Apparently that was no
problem for the show and my exhibit was
returned with those stamps affixed to the

Skinflint Philately
To the Editor:
I am responding to Robert R. Henak's
Postmortem on the Skinflint Philately
competition at Milcopex. I was one of the
ten who entered and one who received a
medal. I am pleased I participated.
If the exhibition is to be judged by the
committee's goal "to encourage new
exhibitors or new exhibits," I cannot be
counted as one who made it successful. I
am fairly experienced exhibitor (as high as
three vermeils for three different exhibits)
and my exhibit was a remake of early
exhibits.
My goal in exhibiting was to show that
interesting exhibits could be formed with
little cost. In fact, my exhibit cost me no
money (oh, all right - the entry fee); it
cost only time and patience. My hope for
the category is that it will, as Mr. Henak
wrote, ·'add some fun and a new challenge." I would want viewers of my exhibit to think, "Well, I can do that." Just like
the one-frame exhibits, Skinflint exhibits
will create new paradigms of expectations,
but I hope they won't be judged by less
restrictive standards. Yes, have the Best
Skinflint Award, but continue to award ribbons by APS standards.
I also hope that the maximum cost per
frame not be raised. That would not help
create better exhibits. Vernon Moore years
ago sent fun exhibits around the country.
His quest was to garner Popular Choice
Awards, and I think he got over thirty. We
had one at our local show.
His exhibits did not cost but a few dollars per frame, but they were put together
with love, creativity and cleverness.
Skinflint Philately might bring that enthusiasm back.
Leonard Holmsten, a mentor, local
judge and philatelist in Northern
California, once overheard a viewer at a
Bay Area show say about an earlier version
The Philatelic Exhibitor

of my exhibit that it was just garbage can
junk. He told the man to not evaluate material by its cost. Since Leonard recently
died, the Northern California Council
wants to honor him with an award to be
given at WESTPEX to an exhibit which
combines humorous concepts and expert
philately. The exact criteria is yet to be
written, but Skinflint Philately is not far
off.
So, Mr. Henak and Milcopex, thank you
for the opportunity to exhibit and to show
common material at a higher level.
Larry Crain
Medford, OR
larry.crain@ gmail.com

Thanks, John Wynns and ARIPEX
To the Editor:
This was a very unusual circumstance
that worked out very well. I had entered my
one frame exhibit at ARIPEX and due to
unforeseen circumstances it was not eligible for that competition. I contacted John
Wynns, exhibit chair and explained my
problem but also informed him that I had a
second one-frame exhibit and would it be
all right to substitute it. He said the program was already at the printer but he
would explain the discrepancy in exhibit
title to the Judges . WOW! my second
exhibit won the one frame GRAND. The
trophy arrived in great shape and is one of
the nicest awards I have ever won. The certificate is a real eye opener too and is the
prettiest one in my collection. The courtesy
extended me and the terrific awards put
ARIPEX at the top of my list of philatelic
competitions. My compliments to John
Wynns and all of the other committee
members at ARIPEX.
By the way, I am well on my way to the
"RUBY AWARD." My thanks to the AAPE
Committee for approving it. I believe it
will be an incentive for more exhibitors to
enter that category.
"Connie" Bush
clbcsa@cox.net

Exhibiting in Trouble?
To the Editor:
I am honored to have had responses to
my article entitled, Is Philatelic Exhibiting
in the US in Trouble? Published in the
January 2009 edition (page 20) of TPE
from not one, but three judges. (Richard
Drews letter in Your 2 cents Worth, April
2009 TPE [page 7]; Robert Odenweller's
Ask Odenweller, April 2009 TPE [page

17], and Jim Graue [draft of rebuttal letter argue that we are in crisis mode and should
to TPE shared with the writer at Westpex be doing something urgently.
2009]).
Robert M. Bell, M .D., Ph.C.
I thought that there were some very
rmsbell@esedona.net
excellent points made by all three judges.
Follow-UP
In my article I said there MAY be a need To the Editor:
to do away with Reserve Grands and
As a follow-up to the question of imporGrands and replace them with other awards tance in the last TPE, some significant
- something that levels the playing field material was omitted from my letter in the
for all, but with which all are happy. If it is 4/09 TPE. Please note that the judge I
decided to keep Grands and Reserve referred to stated that a traditional 1945-46
Grands - so be it.
"first day cover exhibit was not important
As I have said to Rich Drews and others enough to win a gold," he was contradicted
on many occasions, "It is the journey not by 29 other WSP judges. Those 29 judges
the destination that motivates me."
all awarded gold medals to that exhibit.
Respectfully, I believe that it would That consisted of four unanimous WSP
have been good if the three authors, with golds by five judges each and one unanitheir years of experience and wisdom, had mous gold by nine judges. Five judges
put more emphasis on the main points of awarded a GRAND Award, five judges
the article.
awarded a RESERVE GRAND, and nine
These essentially were:
gave an APS STAMPSHOW Best
Why are so many dropping out of Illustrated Mail award. Importance was
Exhibiting as highlighted by Kotanchik's further illustrated by the presence of five
fine article (TPE October 2008:4;9)
plate die proofs with four having only one
Is Philatelic Exhibiting in the US in set known (the Southgates) in private hands
Trouble? Yes, No, Maybe?
and the others (the Roosevelts) are in the
If in trouble, what are the root-causes?
BEP Archives . The fifth item is the only
Is there a need to level the playing field FDR vignette die proof essay recorded.
in the US by controlling for money in The four photo essay proofs are the only
exhibiting, as FIP is attempting to do with examples known, other than the only set in
their recent three time period initiative in the Archives. The Dorothy Knapp hand
both the traditional and postal history painted red, white and blue bunting set is
classes?
the only complete set known, as the only
Is there a need to do away with the other one is one stamp short. The other tive
importance score and giving the points to individual hand painted Knapps were the
research or other (category to help level the only ones done by herself, each unique.
playing field? What specifically and addi- Other cachets run from only ones known
tionally should be done, if anything, to help up to one of five known . There are many
exhibiting grow in the US?
rare Eleanor Roosevelt and sons autoIt would be good if the three writers graphs and Dwight Eisenhower and
could address these issues point-by-point if Douglas MacArthur (less than three
they think that they have not covered them known) . There are many mixed frankings
adequately in their original responses.
and (per Tony Wawrukiewicz) only two
I am not sure if the dramatic loss of examples of the 2-cent transitory periodiexhibitors over the years is due to:
cals rate, mine with a 2-cent FOR on a
The uneven playing field
Chinese newspaper and a 2-cent Adams
The increasing standards and challenges Prexy coil on a Yiddish periodical. There
to succeed in exhibiting
are many further examples of scarce to rare
The aging of the philatelic community items which would take pages to set out.
(APS average age of members is 64 and in
The truth is that a few FIP judges underrecent years 500 - 600 members are dying stand the meaning of importance, especialeach year)
ly not in the context of the APS Manual.
Or other factors
Hopefully the new Manual and the APS
Or a combination of the above
Judgi ng Seminars will educate them.
We can all guess, but it would seem that
Eliot Landau
knowing more precisely would help to
elandau@ aol.com
develop solutions. Rightly or wrongly, I
Downer's Grove, IL

EXPONET
AAPE suggests that members take a look at VIRTUAL INTERNATIONAL PHILATELIC EXHIBITION "EXPO NET"- actually 461 online exhibits from collectors, exhibitors
and auctioneers - http://www.exponet.info/
It is intended as a public display of good, very good and high quality exhibits and philatelic studies of all philatelic areas and time periods in English, French, German,
Spanish or other languages ... The aim of the organizers of EXPO NET is to provide a permanent presentation of high quality stamp and philatelic exhibits so as to facilitate
online study for visitors throughout the world.
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NEWS FROM CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
This department is for clubs and societies to communicate with exhibitors, judges and exhibition administrators.
For instance, is your society looking for a show to meet at in 2010 or 2011? Why not invite inquiries here?
Have you an award you'd like shows to give? Advertise it here.
Has your club drafted special guidelines for judges who review your specialty for special awards? Use this space
to pass them to the judging corps.
• The Greater Houston Stamp Show has
chosen the color theme for the one frame
competition for the 2009 show- WHITE!
The show is sponsored by the Houston
Philatelic Society and will be held
September 19 - 21 at the Humble Civic
Center, 8233 Will Clayton Parkway,
Humble, TX 77338.
There are still frames available for multi
and one-frame exhibits. One-frame
exhibits can be of any theme, color or subject, but there will be special prizes for the
best "WHITE" exhibit. The show will have
a 33 dealer bourse, USPS station, special
cancels for the theme of the show, a
Beginner's Booth, door prizes, seminars,
meetings and a floor auction by Sam
Houston Philatelics.
Hours are Friday and Saturday 10 a.m.
-6 p.m. and Sunday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Admission and parking are free.
For more information, please contact
Denise Stotts, PO Box 690042, Houston,
TX 77269-0042, stottsjd@swbell.net or go
to our website at
www. houstonstampclub. org
A prospectus is available on the web
site, or contact Ronald Strawser, PO Box
840755, Houston , TX 77284-0755 or
ghss2009exhibits@earthlink.net
• The Germanv Philatelic Society is
pleased to announce its 60th Anniversary.
Since its formation in 1949 by a few
collectors with an interest in German philately, the "Germany Philatelic Society"
has grown to a membership of nearly 1300,
published twelve handbooks as well as its
"gold-award" winning monthly full-color
publication, The German Postal Specialist.
Along with its annual conventions, the
Germany Philatelic Society has allied
with the Germany-based "Association of
German Philatelists," having a membership of nearly 60,000, to hold a bilateral
American- German/German- American
Salon every three years in each other's
countries . This has proven successful in
promoting understanding and friendship
between nations as well as an exchange of
exhibits, speakers and ideas in the promotion of philately in general.
This year's "Salon" took place in combination with the European !BRA/German
10/July 2009

NAPOSTA
Exhibitions
at
Essen,
Germany. The next "American-German
Salon" will take place at BALPEX 2012,
Baltimore, Maryland, September 1-3,
2012.
For more information about joining a
community of dynamic · collectors of
German-area philately, visit our website:
www.gps.nu or contact info@ gps.nu.
• Go for the Gold at WESTPEX 2010!
The WESTPEX Stamp Show will celebrate its 50th Golden Anniversary in 20 l 0
and will offer a hundred year old U. S.
twenty dollar gold coin as the Grand
Award of the exhibition. The gold coin
with the image of St. Gauden' s Standing
Liberty on the face side and Flying Eagle
on the reverse side was minted in San
Francisco in 1910.
Exhibitors are invited to get a prospectus and entry form from the web site
www. westpex.org or from the exhibit chairman Ross Towle. 400 Clayton Street, San
Francisco, CA 941 17. WESTPEX is a
World Series of Philately show with the
grand award winner eligible for the
Champion of Champions event of the
American Philatelic Society.
The WESTPEX 2010 Stamp Show will
be held April 23-25 , 20 I0 at the San
Francisco Airport Marriott Hotel in
Burlingame, CA, just a mile south of the
San Francisco International Airport with
convenient free shuttle to the hotel from
the airport.
Guest societies for the 20 I 0 event are
the Polonius Society and the Scandinavian
Collectors Club. The show will feature an
exhibition of 320 frames, a bourse of 75
national and international stamp, postal
history, and stationery dealers. Numerous
societies and study groups will hold meetings and seminars, along with a youth and
beginners area.
For complete details, hotel information ,
schedules of events, see the web site.
Come join the golden celebration of the
WESTPEX Show, the premier stamp show.
• Need a place to meet in the future?
Plan to hold your convention or meeting at
NAPEX - one of the top World Series
stamp shows in the United States!
NAPEX has it all: convenient travel to

Washington DC, great hotel at fair rates,
local attractions, fantastic bourse, outstanding exhibits, and a friendly, fun show
committee!
Check
our
website:
www.napexorg . Contact : Cheryl Ganz,
NAPEX
society
coordinator
at
ganzc@si.edu
Future NAPEX shows:
June 4-6, 2010
American Air Mail Society
Colombia/Panama Philatelic Study Group
Society of Australasian
Specialists/Oceania
June 3-5, 2011
American Helvetia Philatelic Society
Opening for additional society
June 1-3, 2012
United States Stamp Society
U.S . Philatelic Classics Society
Carriers and Locals Society
Confederate Stamp Alliance
2013 and beyond
Openings for societies
Currently the following local and
regional chapters and clubs meet each year
at NAPEX: Admiral Byrd Chapter of the
Universal Ship Cancellation Society;
American Association of Philatelic
Exhibitors; American First Day Cover
Society
Graebner Chapter #17 ;
American Topical Association; ESPEREbony Society of Philatelic Ref1ections
and Events: International Philippine
Philatelic Society ; Society of Indo-China
Philatelists; U.S. Philatelic Classics
Society; Virginia Philatelic Federation;
Virigina Postal History Society; Virtual
Stamp Club; Washington Chapter of the
Souvenir Collector's Society; and Women
Exhibitors.

Sign Up A New
Member For
AAPE
·*HELP US GROW!*
USE THE MEMBERSHIP
APPLICATION ON
INSIDE FRONT COVER
The Philatelic Exhibitor

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
There are a few personal achievements
and activities to note this time. First off we
would like to congratulate Barbara Mueller
for her unanimous selection to sign the
Roll of Distinguished Philatelists this July
17 at the Manchester Town Hall during the
Philatelic Congress of Great Britain . She
will join the 342 other present signors and
three other newly se lected philatelists.
Barbara has had numerous honors and
achievements over the last 50+ years
including accepting the APS John N. Luff
Award in 1956. Editor of The United States
Specialist from 1972-77, she was inducted
in 2006 into the USSS Hall of Fame as well
as being awarded the Smithsonian
Philatelic Achievement Award in 2004. She
is one of the three women who have been
selected for the Alfred F. Lichtenstein
Memorial Award for Distinguished Service
to Philately along with our own treasurer
Pat Walker.
Many of us talk about outreach and
bringing new "blood" into the hobby, but
Bill Schultz has done it' He contracted
with the Chester County Night School to
teach two different courses. They are titled
The Wonders of Philately: Stamp
Collecting, a three session course; and the
other, Deltiology : collecting and exhibitin g

byTimBartshe

Postcards. These both were given during
the month of June and I hope that Bill will
give us a report on how his talks were
received . These are the kinds of things that
proactive thinkers can do to help promote
this hobby. Good for you Bill.
We should also congratu late Art Groten
for being recently elected President of the
Ephemera
Society
of
America.
(www.ephemasociety.org) This society has
mission stateme nts that read very similar to
those most philatelists adhere to. To wit:
"To cultivate and encourage interest in
ephemera and the history identified with it"
and "To co ntribute to the cultural life of
those who have an interest in our heritage
as a nation or a people, both nationally and
internationally." Insert philately and you
wouldn't know the difference between the
two. The fact that Display and Cinderella
Divisions as well as the Picture Postcard
Class are made up of ephemera brings us
very close indeed and with Art as president
we hope to make that pairing stronger in
the next few years. With the advent of FIP
rules related to Postal History allowing the
social aspects of a story to be presented
with collateral material , we have a need to
interact with those individuals who coll ect
and sell this material. Maybe there can be a
mutually beneficial alliance between the

AAPE and the ESA?
Time will tell.
And finally a note
of honor and sadness.
During the Palmares
banquet for NAPEX, I was able to present
the latest Hennig Award to Charles
Peterson . Last year's recipient, John
Hotchner, was there to assist by reading the
plaque prior to its presentation. Charlie, as
he is known to his friends and acquaintances, was in attendance with his wife, Lanny
and their children. As some of you may not
know, Charlie was quite ill; having a
relapse from the cancer he had been fight- ·ing recently. His illness and frailty did not -~
deter him from being there in his wheel ~
chair and with a sm ile of appreciation ~
accepting the award he so richly deserved. ~
Charlie passed on some 5 days later. The 0
hobby has lost a great innovator and men- 1
tor. The citation for Charlie is presented .
elsewhere in this issue so I will not repeat ::;
his many achievements, but I will say that ~
I was fortunate
enough to apprentice twice c5
.
under him some I I years ago and have ..,
.
.
..c
been able to enJOY his company on the rare :::
occasion that our paths crossed both ~
nationally and in his work with the FIP. He ]
will be greatly missed. A thank you from ~
the hobby you so freely served.
~
~

SHOW AWARDS CHAIRS, PLEASE NOTE: THE AAPE EXHIBIT AWARDS PROGRAM
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-~
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AAPE "Awards of Honor" for presentation, and the" AAPE Creativity Award " are sent automatically to World Series ]
of Philately (WSP) shows; to the person and /or address given in The American Philatelist show lis ting. All local and ~
regional (non-WSP) shows are entitled to present" Awards of Honor" according to the following:
~
U.S. & Canadian Shows of 500 or more pages- Two Silver Pins.
~
'll
U.S. & Canadian Show of fewer than 500 pages- One Silver Pin.
:
All requ ests mus t be rece ived in writing at least four weeks in advance of the show date. Canadian requests shou ld .o
be sent directly to our Canadian Awards Chairman: Ray Ireson, 86 Cartier, Roxboro, Quebec H8Y 1G8, Canada.
£
~
All U.S. requests should be sent to Denise Stotts, P.O. Box 690042, Houston, TX 77269
·;;
~
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The AAPE Board has approved extending the Novice Award (which includes a year's membership in AAPE) from World Series
shows to local and regional shows at these levels. ..
Novices are defined as those who have not exhibited before (not an experienced exh ibitor with a new exhibit).
Show committees can use the application form or the IFC to have the novice register. It should be sent in to the secretary with a copy
of the show winners list.
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Title/Synopsis Page Critique Service

1) Submissions should be sent to Dr. Guy R. Dillaway either by electronic format in WORD or some other easily readable format or hard copy by USPS.
Please include $1 for return of hard copy. 2) Please send your title page and synopsis - the latter not to exceed two single-spaced typed pages. 3)
Items will be forwarded to one or more experienced accredited judges for comments on the strengths and weaknesses. Suggestions will be returned to
the owner either by e-mail or USPS. 4) Please include a release for the material to be published in "The Philatelic Exhibitor'' as a training article. No
identities will be indicated. This is not a requirement for the critique but we would appreciate the cooperation.
E-mail: PHBRIT@comcast.net USPS: Dr. Guy R. Dillaway, P.O. Box 181 , Weston, MA02493
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A Spink Shreves auction catalog says a great deal about our company. llnsut1Jasseu attention
to detail. In-depth philatelic knowledge. Award-winning marketing expertise. Record-breaking
prices realized . Teamed with our famous "First Class .. service for every client, Spink Shreves
has been able to attt~Kt many of the most well-known and acclaimed collections to come on
the auction market. Discerning buyers and sellers alike know that high quality U.S . and foreign
stamps and covers deserve a superior catalog - anu auction firm - that continues to set the
standard for excellence .
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Citation P_resep.ting The Bernard J. Hennig Award For Excellence
And Improvements In Philatelic Judging To Charles J. Peterson
The Hennig Award Committee of the
AAPE consisting of John M. Hotchner and
Ronald Lesher, and chaired by Eliot A.
Landau, is pleased to present the 2009
Bernard J. Hennig award for excellence
and improvements in philatelic judging to
Charles J. Peterson of Maryland; at
NAPEX '09, June 6, 2009:
Charlie Peterson, like Bud Hennig and
John Hotchner before him, is one of those
intense, hardworking but soft spoken leaders in national and international philately
whose intense efforts led to many reforms
and innovations in philatelic judging. The
quality of his work not only stands out by
itself but leads so many others by example
and by mentoring numerous other judges
from the novice level into the ranks of the
highly accomplished .
Charles J. Peterson, born December 7,
1933, is a resident of Laurel, Maryland
with his beloved wife, Lanny. He was educated in English, Public Administration
and History and served as Administrative
Specialist for the Department of the Army
having won the Exceptional Civilian
Service Award, the highest available.
Peterson was first accredited as a
national APS judge in November 1969 first
as a literature judge and later literature
chief judge, philatelic judge and chief
judge. He has also been accredited as international (FIP) chief judge in literature and
in philatelic judging. He served as jury
president at special literature exhibitions
and for all of Washington 2006. Among his
many national and international achievements and recognitions have been two John
N. Luff Awards, election to the Roll of
Distinguished Philatelists (RDP) 1991, and
the Alfred F. Lichtenstein Memorial Award
of the Collectors Club of New York 2008.
He served as a member of many APS
committees including Translation ( 1975
through the present), International ( 19992008) and CANEJ (200 1-2005). He has
been a trustee of the American Philatelic
Research Library since 1996, Treasurer
(1996-200 I), President (200 1-2005) and
its Secretary since 2007. In addition to his
service as a director of the American
Philatelic Society, he has served as a member of the Board of Vice-Presidents. He has
been the vice-president of the Association
Internationale des Journalistes Philatelique
(AIJP) 1991-2003 and President of the
The Philatelic Exhibitor

Philatelic Literature Commission of the
FIP 1973-2000 and Director (2000-2008).
In 1973 at the Munich FIP Congress,
Peterson was appointed to create a functional Literature Commission and develop
regulations and procedures for literature
judging and have them all in place for the
major exhibition in Stockholm in 1974.
The regulations were presented to that
Congress in 1974 on an interim basis and
received full approval at the Madrid
Congress in 1975. Peterson also wrote all
the subsequent modifications of the FIP
regulations for exhibiting and judging philatelic literature up through 2008. These
served as the models for the national level
literature judging rules.
Charlie wrote the US literature regulations for the APS Judging Manual first
through fourth editions ( 1981-1999) and
just submitted the draft to CANEJ for the
sixth edition scheduled this year.
He was a major contributor to the first
FIP regulations for exhibiting and judging
postal history (1975-1976) and was in the
first group of judges to be FIP accredited
for judging postal history, along with Ernst
Cohn.
Peterson was one of the three FIP committee members responsible for drafting
the regulations for One Frame exhibits
which became fully effective as a class (no
longer experimental) in 2008. During the
trial period, he was frequently the team
leader.
Charlie judged in over 60 FIP internationals with class assignments including
Traditional, Postal History, Literature, One
Frame, and others and served as team
leader on most of them.
He also has judged at 25 US and
Canadian national shows both philatelic
and in literature, including PhiiLitEx, New
York City, 1992, where there were 550
entries in competition, the largest philatelic exhibition of literature ever. and he prepared detailed written critique sheets for
each entry.
After serving on ten regional/multinational exhibitions, he then became a
member of the expert committee at the
FlAP-sponsored Taiwan Exhibition where
he introduced the use of a scanner to copy
and enlarge for field examination of suspected items and retention of hard copy
prints as well as digital images. This was

all later written
up and illustrated
by him for FIP's
FFE Journal.
Peterson has
conducted more
than 25 lectures
and seminars at
and
national
international levels for current
and
potential
judges and exhibitors. He has been repeatedly involved in seminars and individual
mentoring and, by personal example,
taught generations of judges how "to do
your homework." Of course this led to frequently providing critiques and even cri- c
tique services for exhibitors both at the :i
frames and by mail. He also provided edit- ~
ing services for numerous monographs, =::
handbooks, catalogs and lengthy articles =::
both in paper and electronic formats.
...;
In 1992, he took the first step in incor- ..;
porating electronic literature into the estab-

lished literature class. His efforts were suecessful in having electronic literature recognized as a regular subclass of philatelic
literature starting with Israel '98 and
obtained partial funding for a two-day
judging seminar in Malmo, Sweden followed by a public symposium to teach the
area and better introduce it to judges who
had not yet experienced that innovation .
We are all deeply indebted to him for
creating so many fields of modern philatelic and literature judging. We are proud to
honor him today.
[Editor's Note: Charlie passed away just
a week after this ceremony, and just before
this issue of TPE closed. The following
tribute by Douglas K. Lehmann was posted
on the Virtual Stamp Club, and is reprinted
here with his permission :]

Charles J. Peterson
(1933-2009)
Charlie was "Mr. Literature" locally,
nationally, . and internationally. He was a
learned man, gentleman, and just an ordinary nice guy - his nickname signalled
his approachable personality.
In 2003,. the NAPEX Board voted to
start a literature competition for 2004. I
asked Charlie, who I did not know then, to
join the Board as a Director for three years
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with the express purpose to start it and train
a replacement. He agreed. He ran the competition in 2004 and 2005 and turned it
over in 2007. We are still going strong but
the APS competitions are down to three a
year. Charlie had a sixth sense on where
best to volunteer his efforts. During this
time we got to trust each other and develop
a rapport. In short, I was added to his long
list of friends.
There was no NAPEX 2006 as they
geared up for Washington 2006. We each
had separate positions (naturally, he headed up literature) but I was a FDC novice
and he a veteran. Charlie became one of
my mentors and we placed each other on
numerous e-mails. Things can get contentious on a committee of this level and I
always followed Charlie's advice. He was
always correct and that made my job easi-

er.
His last judging assignment was philatelic not literature and held March 2009 at
our local SPRINGPEX. r ran into him
twice judging at the frames. The first time
we exchanged pleasantries. The second
time his jury was almost finished. He was
honor-bound not to reveal my award level,
as I was not to ask. However, he sensed my
curiosity and started to banter words in a
code I grasped. He placed my exhibit
between two others belonging to a second
exhibitor. We both enjoyed the exercise of
repartee more than the information
deduced. Later he personally wrote and
signed the exhibit critique. It was an
informative analysis and now a treasured
document. Charlie was ambulatory and
shaky but his mind as sharp as ever.
On June 6, 2009, Charlie attended

NAPEX in a wheelchair with oxygen. We
soon learned from common friends that he
only had 2-6 weeks to live. We also learned
that he said that as long as he had a mind,
he was going to use it. A close friend of his
stated he had never seen such courage.
However, for an individual devoted to a
lifetime of service, it was just an extension
of his character. Good friends were able to
share last memories with him. I did so at
the reception before the banquet. The banquet began with giving him the Bud
Hennig excellence in philatelic judging
award from the AAPE. He accepted the
award graciously with family and friends
rising to a standing ovation. His health was
such that he departed before the first
course. Little did we know that he only had
a week to live. He will be missed by his
many friends.

Title And Synopsis Pages: Different Purposes- Different Content
by John M. Hotchner
After a couple of years reviewing title
and synopsis pages for Dr. Guy Dillaway's
Title and Synopsis Page Critique Service
(of AAPE - See page II ), I feel comfortable in saying that there are a great many
exhibitors who do not understand how to
maximize what a synopsis can do to help
"sell" an exhibit to the judges. Most people
do seem to have a good grasp of what a title
page is for, and use it effectively. Still, in
presenting in this article how to use a synopsis, it is necessary to say a bit about the
title page, if only to help differentiate it
from the synopsis.
The title page is the first page of your
exhibit. It is addressed to the public as well
as the judges, unlike the synopsis which
goes to the judges only. The first thing on
your title page is the title of your exhibit.
That should be followed by any amplifying
information you want to provide on the
scope of your subject, or what is not
included. Then it is useful to include a
statement of what the exhibit is supposed
to accomplish, and why you think this is a
worthy challenge.
Many people like to include at this point
an eye-popping philatelic piece related to
the subject, and/or a list of wonderful
material in the exhibit. I won't say you
should never do this, but there are better
ways to use the space available on-this one
page, because there are some things that
any viewer, not just judges, needs to know
before looking at and properly appreciating
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your exhibit. They are:
I. How is your exhibit organized? What
is included and where will it be found?
This can often be amplified in a second
page (usually for multi-frame exhibits
only) called a "plan page" that lays out the
organization much like the table of contents of a book.
2. How do you highlight special items
(and please do not label them as the "significant items in the exhibit" as this leaves
the impression that the rest of the exhibit is
NOT significant.) Here you need to talk
about matting, labels, special type of text
or whatever else you use to highlight the
especially significant items.
3. If you are showing material subject to
being questioned - often-counterfeited or
altered, stamps added to cover, etc., you
need to make a statement about expertising, e.g. "Every questiomttJle piece in this
exhibit has been authenticated by a recognized expertising service," or "items in this
exhibit that have been expertised are identified by a notation of the expertising service and expert certificate number (example:
pfc7693872).
4. Special things you want to highlight
should be noted, such as answers to these
questions: Does the exhibit contain the
results of your original research (information that you have developed that adds to
the body of knowledge about your subject
area)? Do you have especially rare material or key pieces that may not be obvious? Is

this, objectively, the best exhibit or the first
exhibit (to your knowledge) of the subject
that you are exhibiting?
5. You may want to provide some historical information to put your subject in context- either in its era, or in philately, but
be wary of too much information .
Remember that you are in a philatelic competition, and it is the philately of your subject that should be showcased.
Now we are ready to look at the synopsis, and what it should include to help your
exhibit get the best award possible. I have
heard it said that the synopsis should grab
the judge by the shoulders and tell him or
her why this is a great exhibit and why the
judge should pay attention! While perhaps
overly dramatic, the thought is right.
Judges are required to read the synopsis,
and it needs to have compelling information in it that is not just repetition of the
title page.
First of all, label it as the synopsis. If I
had a dime for every time I have gotten a
title page and a synopsis page for an exhibit to be judged, and could not tell which
was which .... ... !
Use the same exhibit title as the one on
the title page. This should not need to be
stated here, but it can be a problem. While
we are looking at things not to do, let me
add here that five or more pages of synopsis is way too muc·h. You need to respect
the judge's time, knowing that the judge
often has 30 or more synopsis pages to
The Philatelic Exhibitor

read. Try to convey in brief and pithy form
(using at least 10-point type), what you
want the judge to know about the exhibit
and your effort in putting ·it together.

(National, Regional, Local)? What
award(s) did it receive? Have you changed
the exhibit (if so, how?) since its last outing?

Don ' t put your name on the synopsis
page. It is the exhibit that is judged, not
you.

e. Have you received comments from
previous judging panels that were either illinformed or just plain wrong? Here is your
opportunity to defence those criticisms.
Telling the judges, for instance, that material they might expect has been proven to
be counterfeit, that the only known copies
are in a museum, why premier condition
should not be expected, etc. will help to
avoid uninformed critique.

The information included should avoid
repetition, should flow in logical order, and
should be specific and factual, with as little
speculation or editorializing as possible.
Increasingly popular is information
responding to the judging criteria, which
facilitates labeling what you present so as
to invite the judge to read and understand.
(Large blocks of small print with no introductory labeling is likely to make a judge's
eyes glaze.)
The criteria are Treatment and
Importance (or Significance) of the subject, Knowledge and Research, Condition
and Rarity, and Presentation. However you
organize what you put into the synopsis,
here is what ought to be there (not necessarily in order of importance):
a. Expanded comments on the scope of
the exhibit and the challenge it presents, if
needed.
b. How long have you been collecting
the area? How long exhibiting it? How
long has it taken you to assemble the material in the exhibit? What were the difficulties you had to overcome? How many
pieces from how many different sources?
Could the exhibit be replicated or not?
c. Define what completeness of the subject is, and state how well you think you
have done in achieving co mpleteness
(tel ling the entire philatelic story, with
philatelic material). This can include totally objective statements such as "There are
42 different design types (or 36 rate periods) and all are represented in the exhibit."
d. Have you exhibited this collection
before at the level you are exhibiting now

f. What have you used as resource material in gathering information needed to tell
the story? Is there a single source?, Widely
dispersed sources?, Gaps in knowledge
that your own work has filled?
g. Related to "f', has your work resulted in unearthing new material or new facts
or developing new conclusions not previously known in the philatelic community?
h. Characterize the scarcity level of
what is included, not necessarily in terms
of cash value, but in terms of difficulty of
acquisition.
i. If you have not covered the expertising of questionable material in your title
page, cover it here .
j. You have noted on your title page
HOW you have organized the exhibit. Take
space in the synopsis to explain WHY you
have chosen as you have, and why you
have not chosen other methods.
k. If you have not addressed
quality/condition in your title page, speak
to it here, especially if you have gone out
of your way to include only the scarcest
and highest level of quality in the exhibit.
I. Part of treatment is balance of the
chapters in your story. If the parts of your
story are not roughly equal, and there is a
good reason for it, explain that.

m. If the start and end points of your

exhibit are arbitrary, you might explain
why you chose to start and stop where you
did.
n. If your subject is wide, and you have
purposely left out material that is cheap or
insignificant, acknowledge that and say
that you have left it out in favor of more
difficult material.
o. Make sure to define technical terms
and references in your collecting area that
are used in the exhibit.
p. Finally, give the judges up to five references that will help them prepare, including articles or books that you yourself have
written. DO NOT give 20 references
including, for instance, Indian specialty
society literature in Hindi, which the
judges can neither access nor understand.
Mention also "standard" references that
you know to be out of date and no longer
accurate.
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Is this list complete? Probably not. But I_
I hope it will give you a starting point for ~
what information will convey to the judges ~
what they need to know, AND the feeling J.
that you are a subject matter expert in the ~
area you are showing.
~
One last word: don't be shy about bragging in the synopsis, so long as you do it
factually. If you have formed the best ever
exhibit of this subject, don't hesitate to say
so. If every cover you show is of the highest level of quality, make note of it. Not for
nothing are synopsis pages known as " Brag
sheets"!
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TPE has been reproducing title and syn- §
apsis pages for several years as a means of ~
providing models for our members. We ;::
will continue to do so. If you think you
have an effective example of either or both, .:;
write the author, who is also TPE's editor. .:g
They are needed for use in a future issue.
Write to me at PO Box 1125, Falls Church, :0
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VA 22041-0125, or contact me at
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jmhstamp@ verizon.net.
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How To Add Your Exhibit to aape.org
You are invited to add your exhibit to the AAPE website!
• Images should be numbered 1.jpg, 2.jpg, 3.jpg, ... 160.jpg • If you want to e-mail the images, please use malariastamps @yahoo. com.
• If you want to send a CD through the mail, please use the following address: Larry Fillion, 18 Arlington Street, Acton, MA 01720, USA
• If you want to upload through FTP, I will send you an e-mail with the FTP information including username/password.

Your tributes to Charlie Peterson wanted for the October issue of TPE.
Send to the Editor: jmhstamp@verizon. net
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An Exhibit Chairman's Comments
Having been the Exhibit Chairman for
the Nova Scotia Stamp Club's regional
shows in the 1990s I was asked to help with
the British North America Philatelic
Society's annual show and convention in
Halifax , Nova Scotia in 2008. It was the
first BNAPS convention in Halifax in some
37 years so members wanted to have a
good show.
As a result, I decided to stick with what
I knew and volunteered to be the Exhibit
Chairman for thi s show. Many members
who were able to help gave it their all
through months of preplanning and meetings. Having the Royal Philatelic Society
of Canada 2004 convention and show in
Halifax definitely helped in setting the
stage for what was required in 2008.
The reason for writing these comments
is to help others who may take on a similar
task. Many will do it better-you never
know until the show is over. My first
thoughts were to find some notes on what
is req uired of the Exhibit Chairman; 1 did
not find any, but it slowly came together
that a li st was not absolutely essential, but
knowing some details ahead of time might
have helped. So here is a li st in lon g form
of what 1 did, saw or was involved in .
The first task was for BNAPS to update
their Exh ibit Prospectus and Exhibit Entry
forms to modify dates and locations and
include any price or policy changes. I
learned later that the exhibit chairman
shou ld also send out the judging guidelines
to each exhibitor (these are listed on the
organization's web site in both .doc file and
pdf format, so a link in an email would
have sufficed).
Notices were sent out via the soc iety's
journals, as well as by e-mail to all local
committee members and BNAPS officers
so that as many people as possible could
forward the information to any interested
exhibitors. The official BNAPS and show
websites became the best vehicles for early
notice to and responses from exhibitors.
Getting the necessary form s and judging
guidelines posted on a website is a must.
Entry forms started flowing in early,
building in quantity at an accelerated rate.
The next task was to acknowledge to the
exhibitor receipt of his/her application and
advise them of anything still required such
as a check, the number of frames being
requested, or title page and synopsis if not
submitted with the registration . I started a
basic li st using an Excel spreadsheet with
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by Gary Steele

columns for exhibitor's name, title of the
exhibit, brief description, class, number of
frames, assigned frame numbers, free paid,
phone number(s), e-mail address, whether
the check was sent to the treasurer and
whether the exhibit was to be mailed or
delivered by hand.
The spreadsheet became invaluable as
time went along as I had color coded several headings when certain actions were
completed, such as sending a letter or email confirming title, description and number of frames, with another color used
when the exhibitor acknowledged receipt
of the letter or e-mail. The titles and
descriptions were copied directly to another li st for the person doing the show program, thus eliminating errors as much as
possible.
Another li st was made for the person
doing the floor layout for the frames. One
side note is to make sure each ex hibitor
knows how many pages make up one
frame, in our case, 16 pages per frame. We
had an exhibitor who had in the past only
shown reg ionally in 8-page frames . This
resulted in four empty frames at the show.
We quickly filled them with exhibit pages
of a regional nature supplied by a club
member and hardly anyone noticed the
error.
A third color was used for those who
sti ll needed to se nd in the title page and
sy nopsis; it was changed to the first color
to confirm that those pages were received.
A fourth color was used for those exhibits
whose title pages and synopses had been
sent to the judges. Three separate packages
were sent over fairly evenly spaced time
frames so that judges could get an early
start on reviewing the exhibits. The last
color was used for exhibits either mailed to
me or given to me to take to the show. I was
very lucky that out of 44 exhibits only one
was mailed and only one other was given to
me to put up .
For the BNAPEX part of the show we
had planned originally for 160 to 185
frames, with another 60 frames needed for
the Regional section, which was bein g
looked after by another member of the
club. We were overwhelmed with applications for frame s. When you have too many
exhibit entries for a show it presents a
whole new set of challenges that are totally different from not havin g enough
exhibits. With much help from the show
Chairman we were able to have enough

additional frames brought in to make sure
that all exhibitors were looked after.
I kept in c lose contact with all
exhibitors, by e-mail about 95 percent of
the time and by phone for the rest. One person commented on receiving a response
microseconds after he hit the send button to
ask the question. E-mail reduced the number of errors and made people very happy
and comfortable with how the show was
progressing, especially since for a time we
had to have a reserve list of exhibitors in
case we could not obtai n all the necessary
frames.
By set-up day we had li sts and floor
plans for frame set-up and mounting. After
a designated time, exhibitors started lining
up to mount their pages. A sign-in sheet
prepared for each exhibit was signed by
each entrant as they entered the exhibit
hall. It progressed well with no apparent
problems other than a few late stragglers.
On the second day of the exhibition the
Chairman of the Jury gave me a list of
medals awarded, and I had the responsibility of putting the ribbons on each exhibit. I
was not aware that this task was the
responsibility of the Exhibit Chairman, so I
learned something new. The ribbons in this
case were supplied by BNAPS. At the 2008
show so many exhibits received gold
awards that we ran out of gold ribbons and
had to have color photocopies made, cut
and placed on the exhibits. This was a great
suggestion by the jury Chairman. After the
show more Gold ribbons were obtained
and mailed out to the winners .
By the third day of the show we were
hearing nothing but great comments about
the exhibits in particular and how much
people were enjoying the show as a whole.
My only wish was that it was two days
longer.
At closing time a new list of exhibitors
with their exhibits and titles was on hand,
with each exhibitor signing the list going in
to take the exhibit down and then signing
out on departure. In hindsight I should have
made thi s list alphabetical by exhibitor's
name rather than in frame number order.
An alphabetical list allows for a quicker
search during take down, especially with a
large number of exhibits.
After all was said and don e the
Palmares pr.epared, J e-mailed a link for it
to all the exhibitors.
And there you have it, as much as I can
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remem ber. It was all a blur and took a
while to sink in. I have even planted a few
seeds that we could possibly do this again
in five years or so before many okier members lose interest or the younger ones forget what is requi red. Many things, such as
plans, lists, layouts and contacts, could be
used for the next show.

At this poi nt I would like to thank all the
exhibitors, members of the Ex hibi ti o n
Committee and others who made my job a
little easier. Sometimes it was hard to be in
two or three places at once, so all the great
comments from attendees go to all those
involved.
Having a show venue with the exhibits

and dealers together and attac hed to hote l
accommodations makes for a very successful show. I have heard that future shows
may have a restric ted nu mber of frames;
this wou ld be an even easier task fo r all
concerned but may not prov ide as much
excitement and fun . Sometimes it is "the
more the merrier."

How Judging Has Evolved And What This Means To You As An Exhibitor Especially If You Have Been At The "Game" For A Long Time by Patricia Stilwell Walker
With the advent of the Universal Exhibit ing exhibits - their laudable intent was to
Evaluation Form (UEEF) judges will be level the playing field - the concept of
evaluating your exhibit based on three 'Treatment" was born . The major concept
that this introduced into the exhibiting
major components:
I. What you have - the mater ial you game was the ability of the exhibitor to
choose to include in your exhibit. How hard define the task of the exhibit (scope and
was it to assemble and how good its condi- purpose) and be judged on how well the
tion is based on what is available.
exhibit executed the defined task. Of
2. What you know - the knowledge course, the "defined task" had to be evaluyou have about your material, whether it is ated as well -otherwise exhibitors would
new primary research, or what you have define fairly simplistic tasks and execute
learned from studying others' work
them s uperbly. So the concept of
3. How well you convey the first two to "Importance" was included; I prefer "chalthe viewer and the judge- what is labeled lenge factor" = how hard is the task that
"Treatment." Are you defining a story that your exhibit defines. Simplistically, the
you want to tell with your material and are hard task executed well will win a higher
you organizing it and writing it up in a fash- award than the easy task executed well.
Judging in the United States has not
ion that makes that readily comprehensible
to the viewer.
used points - until the advent of Single
If you don't execute each component Frame exhibits and the new Divisions.
reasonably well your exhibit will not suc- Because of this, judges would use their own
ceed. It wasn't always this way ... .
knowledge of an exhibit's material and statAt a time long, long ago stamp exhibits ed task to arrive at a medal level - the prowere judged solely on material (what you portion of "credit" or "debit" allowed based
have) - knowledge (what you know) was on the three aspects of an exhibit (material,
inferred by the judges based on what you knowledge, treatment) varied by individual
had in your collection. The collection was judge. At times, material still was king.
what was being judged- not just the pages Additionally, knowledge displayed by carechosen for display. I'm referring to the days fully explaining individual items in an
of the " bin room" where the entire collec- exhibit, was highly rewarded - develoption was available for the judges to review ment of a story was not always required to
(and they did). Actual write-up was mini- win a gold medal , although it was rewarded
mal ... . Collections were mostly stamps, when present. This is no longer the case
postal history had yet to be born as a disci- with the advent of the UEEF.
pline, let alone thematic exhibiting. There
As stated above, judges are being asked
was no concept in judging that relates to to place equal weight on all three of the
what today we are defining as Treatment. major components of an exhibit when arrivWho won the top prizes? - the folks with ing at a medal level.
Juries started to use the UEEF beginning
the best material.
The next major step occurred when the in January of this year, even though the new
"bin room" was eliminated and the pages edition of the Manual of Philatelic Judging
on display became the entity being judged. was not yet available for use - hopefully
However, material was still the primary fac- this manual and the two Exhibiting and
tor - write-up was minimal and encour- Judging Fundamentals seminars being
aged to be that way- we have all heard the offered at various WSP shows will give
phrase "the material speaks for itself." So exhibitors and judges alike more informawho won the big prizes - the folks who tion than I have put in this brief article to
owned all the best material ....
better understa nd what is being judged.
Then about 1980 the FIP adopted the
This year, there have been a few
first set of General Regulations (GREYS) instances where exhibits of absolutely
and Special Regulations (SREVs) for judg- superb material, about which the exhibitor
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appears to know a great dea l - as determined by reading descriptions of individual
items- have not fared as well in the medal
department as in the past (either recent or
more distant). In my opinion, this is
because the third component - treatment
-was greatly Jacking. I know this was the
case on the jury where I was a member and
can surmise it was the case on another
where I was merely an interested observer.
I actually walked around that show and
informally "judged" only the treatment
component of all the exhibits. (this was to
help me with a personal project .... ).
If this happens to you, what can you do
about it? First of all, it most likely happens
because you are very close to your material
- you have been collecting it a long time
and you understand it extremely well.
Although, you think your exhibit does a
good job of explaining what your exhibit is
trying to do to the judge/viewer, it really
doesn't. It makes sense to you, the expert,
but not to the judge. It is tempting to label
your judges as "ignorant," however you
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have the responsibility as an exhibitor to _:
make your exhibit subject readily under· ]
stood by the viewer/judge. Let me empha- f-.
size:
READILY
UNDERSTOOD.
Achieving this goal as an exhibitor means
having good exhibit "treatment."
To assess your exhibit's "treatment" take a giant step back - start by reading
only your title page and page headings:
does the title page clearly define the "task"
of the exhibit and do the page headings
alone tell a story that advances the "task"?
Or are the page headings repetitious? (dare
I say nonexistent?) Maybe they have gaps,
maybe they skip around? If you feel too
close to your topic, ask a fellow collector in
the general area (but not a fellow "ex pert")
to read your title page and just the page
headings in the body of your exhibit does your exhibit make se nse to him or
her?
This is a great way to start on your own
-for additional assistance use the APPE's
two critique services!
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Pat Walker Named AAPE'S Herdenberg Award
(For Service to the Society) Winner for 2009
Pat Walker is a founding member of the
AAPE. She started exhibiting in I 978, just
two years after she started collecting. As
you will see, in reality she started collecting to exhibit.
While a student and resident at Vassar
College she went home to visit her family
during a college break and faced a decision
- ei ther sit at home alone or accompany
her father, mother and you nger brother, all
three were stamp collectors, to the SEPAD
stamp show then held in downtown
Philadelphia. This trip was a special birthday treat for her younger brother who
would get to ride in the cab of the train to
downtown Philly and attend a big stamp
show. Up to this time in her life, Pat had no
interest in stamp collecti ng - she did not
see any fun in "pasti ng" little colored
pieces of paper into a stamp album. But
with the option of sitti ng at home alone on
her break from Vassar or taking a train ride
to Philly to a stamp show, she chose the latter and her life changed forever after.
At SEPAD there was nothing for her to
do so she started to read exhibits. She
vividly remembers two exhibits at the
show, an exhibit of the Great Barrier
Island, an island about 50 miles northeast
of Auckland, New Zealand, and its pigeongram post and a Confederate postal hi story
exhibit. The Confederate exhibit had a
wallpaper cover, turned cover, soldier's letter, Trans-Mississippi cover and many
other postal hi story items from the
Confederate side of the civil war. Pat
thought, " If thi s is stamp collecting I like
it! " As they say, the rest is history. Now she
was hooked and stamp collecting, better to
say postal hi story collecting, became a
major part of her life.
Her first "stamp" purchase (Pat does not
collect stamps, she collects postal history)
was made at the in ternational stamp show
in Philadelphia in 1976, Interphil, from
deceased stamp dealer Bill Fox. Ireland
was picked because her father collected
Irish stamps, knew the Irish dealers and Pat
could read the early letters. For Pat, part of
the fun of collecting was the historical
interest and just the fun of readin g the old
letters. Her first cover purchase was a
remainder lot of stampless Irish covers and
this lot formed the basis of her Iri sh postal
hi story coll ection . As soon as she had
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enough material for an exhibit she was an
exhibitor and her first exhibit at a local
show garnered her the grand award.
In 1979 she was exhibiting at her second national show, NOJEX at the Newark
Airport, and met her future husband, Dan
Walker who was exhibiting his G renada for
the first time. When Dan and Pat got married their wedding cake was decorated with
Iri sh and Grenada cancels, used stamp
hinges were thrown at them on leaving the
wedding rather than rice, and the postmark
decorated cake was pictured in Linn 's. In
2000 the United Kingdom held its once
every decade international stamp exhibition , The Stamp Show 2000. Pat won the
Grand Prix National for her Irish Postal
History exhibit. By 2000 Pat had come a
long way from her SEPAD visit as a noncollector.
Pat's "stamp" collections are oriented
around postal history and display class
material. Besides her still active Irish
postal history collections she has a collection of Baltimore postal history and
Howard County, Maryland postal history
and display class material. What Pat collects is what she exhibits; her co llectio ns
are formed to exhibit. Her Baltimore postal
history exhibit tells the postal history of the
US from Colonial times through the I 9th
Century using Baltimore postal history
material as the media to tell this philateli c
story.

postal
history
exhibiting
1n
Sweden
thi s
summer.
At
many of these
shows she will
either be an
exhibitor, judge
or speaker.
Pat took early retirement from IBM in
2000. At IBM she was in the customer support areas working with IBM clients when
they had questions on getting information
into and out of big computers. Since retirement from IBM she has devoted a great
deal of time to philatelic activities; specifically volunteer work for various philatelic
organizations such as the AAPE.
For the AAPE, she is in her fifth term as
AAPE Treasurer. She works closely with
the AAPE Secretary, and her experience
with computers has allowed her to set up
data bases and other computer systems that
ease the administration of AAPE work.
Also, Pat often acts as a leader at AAPE
meetings when attending stamp shows
throughout the US.
Pat is also active in many other philatelic organizations. She is a past Director and
President of the Eire Philateli c Association.
She has served on the APS Board of
Directors as a Vice President and is active
as a Director-at-Large of WE (Women
Exhibitors). As the past Secretary, Vice
president and President of the US
Philatelic Classics Society (USPCS), Pat
stays active with the USPCS particularly in
contacting and urging USPCS members to
exhib it at the stamp shows where the
USPCS holds its annual meetings .

Pat lives in Lisbon , Maryland , and
Lisbon is in part of Howard County,
Maryland . Howard County is the o nl y
county in Maryland that does not touch
another state or major body of water - it
is smack dab in the center of Maryland.
Pat 's Howard County exhibit has evolved
over the years from a postal hi story exhibit organized by postal routes to a broader
display class exhibit of interest to anyone
interested in the development of a local
area.

She is a member of the BALPEX committee and for many years has served as
Chairman of Judges and Exhibits selection .
She is also the me at the BALPEX annual
banquet; a job she has again done for many
years.

Pat actively exhibits her Irish (she has
developed a new Irish pre-adhesive exhibit), Baltimore and Howard co unty,
Maryland at US and international shows.
In 2009 she will attend l I stamp shows
rangin g from BALPEX in Pat's back yard
to WESTPEX on the Pacific Coast and
even the international show in Rome, Ital y
in October. Also she will give a seminar on

AAPE is proud to recognize Pat for her
multiple contributions to the success of
AAPE, but especially for her work to put
us on a firm finan cial base, and her success
in creating data bases that enable superefficient membership operations. She joins
a distinguished group of Herdenberg
Winners- further i~formation available at
www.aape.org.
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The FLY~
Expectations
Buzzing around the shows and listening
to exhibitors gripe and complain is not
"The Fly's" favorite Saturday treat, but
sometimes it is unavoidable if you want to
look at exhibits. "The judge doesn't know
what (s)he's talking about," or the corollary, "The judges don't know good material when they see it," are often the main
foc us of gripe sessions. "The Fly" sees all,
the advantage of compound eyes. It was
noted that not one of these gripers had
taken the time and effort to become an
accredited APS Philatelic Judge; so I urge
you- if it is you, to walk a mile or two in
the judge's sneakers . It will make you a
better exhibitor, and perhaps even a compassionate one.
Usually there are issues on both sides
where there are conflicts in expectations.
In the defense of exhibitors in general,
there is the tilt of the playing field. A very
weighty discussion was reported recently
about how judges require the exhibitors to
do all sorts of things to make the judging
job more efficient: mark your rarities, use a
plan with chapters, add running headers at
the top of each page, file a detailed synopsis, reduce your writing to telegraph style,
etc. How about the show committees making the job easier by limiting the frames to
closer to 200 than the 300+ some shows
have grown to now? The judge has five to
six hours in which to complete the job
before results are reported to the show
committee. Each title page must be studied, even if provided in advance, just in
case changes had been made. Even ·The
Fly" can do the math: at 300 frames, what
is left is about one minute per frame or four
seconds per page. Subtle nuances are lost.

Security -

Not Quite Right

Exhibitors were a bit put out when they
were put off at the last Sarasota show.
Seems the show organizers made the
exhibitors wait until the dealers had cleared
the floor. Some just left to catch their
planes home, leaving the show to mail the
exhibit back rather than hang arou nd . "The
Fly" hopes that the organ izers can locate
some yellow CAUTION tape at the local
hardware store. Blocking off the exhibit
area from the dealer tables to give equal
protection to each group would make better use of the exhibitor's time than standing
around for an extra hour. "The Fly" hi ghly
recommends that all show s consider closing at 3 p.m., which is what some shows do
The Philatelic Exhibitor

Invites You To Walk A Mile In Judges' Sneakers
now. Not much is happening late Sunday
afternoons anyway.
"The Fly" was buzzed recently about a
related incident at the SESCAL/Americas
show last October. The story is that someone's baby nearly got tossed out with the
bath water. After staring at empty frames
for a few days at the show, finally someone
suggested that a search begin for the missing exhibit. The missing exhibit was finally located in a pile of discarded envelopes
in a corner of the bin room .
Understandably the affected parties were
appalled at this near disaster. Unfortunately
it happened that the exhibit belonged to
someone overseas - someone used to the
sec urity procedures of FIAF/FIP bin
rooms. ''The Fly" was not there, but the
suspicions are large that the SESCAL
organi zers did not have an experienced
team in the bin room - experienced in
how it is done correctly, that is. I hope the
stream of apologies is still flowing on this
one.
Security as part of the mounting and
dismounting process at shows varies all
over the USA. Some are quite strict, "No
ticket? No laundry!" Others are quite casual, including our dear old APS, and at many
shows unescorted people wander all over
the place with tools in hand . The bin room
is not a secure room at all - it is a table for
people to sign exhibits in and out, with
mailed exhibits in boxes stacked agai nst
the wall. Not all shows are that casual, but
quite a few are, and quite frankly, APS
could tighten up things a bit so that shows
wo uld have a good model of best practice.
But don't wait- if yo u see yourself in this
mirror, shape up before someone suffers a
crush in g loss.
If this sounds like "The Fly" wants hi s
cake and flypaper, too, it is not at all like
that. The exhibitors at Sarasota and at
SESCAL both have legi timate gripes about
inefficient and ineffective security. Fly
bites to both show committees.
Security is a product of thoughtful
processes and procedures in place, constantly monitored for efficiency and effectiveness. Not too much, not too little just ri ght. It is not a fairy tale. This can be
done if people put their minds to it (or go
overseas to see how it is done). Security
needs to protect our exhibits and
exhibitors, while taking their needs for
transportatio n connections, or whatever,
into serious consideration in the design of

the show and its security.
Which brings about another thing
buzzing around these days: a number of
show committees are beginning to transition to a new generation. New people are
doing new jobs, and quite frankly it is a
very bumpy ride. The biggest cause of pain
for judges and exhibitors attending these
shows are usually sins of omission. The
fault lies in not having written procedures,
or not reading the ones they have, or not
training new people. Every key position
and every major process should be documented well enough that someone can pick
up the job and understand the flow of work
and the duties to be performed.

New Judging Rules?
"No" and "Yes"
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A lot of buzz in these pages about the t!
" new APS judging rules" (see "Ask
Odenweller" in the April issue). Even with ~
the brain of a fly, I can see that there is ;a
nothing new in the rulebook coming from ~
the APS. According to what "The Fly" ~
hears, the Sixth Edition of the Manual of ~
Philatelic Judging specifies new proce- ~
dures for judges to provide feedback (must ;
be written, must be o n the Uniform Exhibit .5
Eval uation Form) . It would be misleading ~
to call these changes in feedback, "new ~
APS judging rules." Nothing has changed ~
about how judges are to evaluate exhibits, 2l
although there are reports that there are ~
some who may have confused the UEEF to ~
signal a c hange in process. Judges sti ll ~
judge the same factors: what do you have, :.§
what do you know and how well do you tell E
your story.
~
However, there ARE new rules for 1j
exhibitors and judges recently announced, "';
but it is the FIP that issued them, and they ·§
are not yet fully integrated into the exhibit- ~
ing rules in the USA (as far as this insect -~
can see, which is not far). The new rules ~
from the FIP now allow more collateral or nonphilatelic material in postal history
exhibits. It is like postal hi story is being
infected by aerophilately - aero exhibits
for years have been able to include closely
related collateral material (route maps,
time tables; airplane photos, airmail etiquettes, etc.). Which gives "The Fly" a
pregnant thought : why do we need aerophilately as a separate class if the postal history class allows all of these things now?
Rail , highway, steamer mail exhibitors can
now hold their own with the fly boys (no
relation to this Fly). If you want to know

E
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more about the new postal history rules,
attend one of the "How to Exhibit and
Judge Postal History" workshops at a WSP
stamp show near you. The next seminar
after you read this is in Pittsburgh.

The Golden Flyswatter
"The Fly" wants desperately to hand out
a Golden Flyswatter or two, lest you
believe that "The Fly" only cares about
gripes. It is good reporting to end on a positive note, and you deserve the best. I try to

hang around walls looking for good deeds,
but I am apparently crawling up the wrong
walls, because lately I hear nothing but
gripes. Let the Editor know if you see
something that deserves a positive mention
in this column, and he will leave that message for "The Fly."

2009 AAPE Youth Champion of Champions Results
by Carol Barr, Director, AAPE Y CC
Sabrina McGill (age 13) is the winner
of the 2009 Youth Champion of Champions
competition sponsored by the American
Association of Philatelic Exhibitors
(AAPE). The event was held in conjunction with the National Topical Stamp
Show, a World Series of Philately exhibition held in Dayton, Ohio, June 12-14,
2009. The Championship, which is underwritten by a grant from World Columbian
Stamp Expo, is directed by Robert and
Carol Barr of Downers Grove, Illinois.
Sabrina's exhibit, "Zoofari," represented the Plymouth Show 2008, where she
had won the AAPE Youth Grand Award.
"Zoofari" is an imaginative safari of various continents including Africa, Asia, and
North America. This was Sabrina's fourth
year as a competitor, and her first year to
win the championship. She has been mentared and encouraged in her philatelic journey by two aunts and by other members of
the Indiana Stamp Club.
The 2009 competition included 14
exhibits (32 frames) prepared by youth
aged 9-16; half of them were competing
for the first time. Winners of AAPE Youth
Grand Awards from nationally accredited
shows in the U.S. and Canada vied for the
"Yo uth
Champion
of
designation
Champions" and for many other donated
awards. In recognition of their high level of
achievement, all participants received Fran
Jennings medals, cosponsored by the
Postal History Foundation and AAPE, and
membership in Young Stamp Collectors of
America, donated by Ken Martin , as well
as Merit Certificates and ribbons.
The complete listing of awards is as follows:
Youth Champion of Champions - the
best youth exhibit shown in North America
in 2008-2009. Donated by WESTPEX.
Winner also received Ken Lawrence
framed stamps and the Herdenberg stockbook award. Presented to Sabrina McGill
(13), representing Plymouth Show 2008,
"Zoofari."
Reserve Champion - runner-up to the
Champion of Champions. Donated by
WESTPEX. Presented to John Phillips
(13), representing St. Louis Stamp Expo
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2009, "Faces and Places of the Civil War."
Welsh Philatelic Society Postal History
Award- for the best postal history exhibit. Donated by Ann Triggle. Presented to
Adam Mangold (9), representing
Philadelphia National Stamp Exhibition
2008, "We the People."
Howard Hotchner Award - for the
best portrayal of American History.
Donated by John Hotchner. Presented to
John Phillips (13), representing St. Louis
Stamp Expo 2009, "Faces and Places of
the Civil War."
ISWSC Award-for the best use of
worldwide stamps and material. Donated
by International Society of Worldwide
Stamp Collectors. Presented to Trevor
Thomas (11), representing ROMPEX
2008, "The Game of Soccer."
American Topical Association Youth
Award - for the best topical/thematic
exhibit. Donated by ATA. Presented to
Sabrina McGill (13), representing
Plymouth Show 2008, "Zoofari."

NAPEX Awards
A) NAPEX Title Page Award

Presented to Sherri Biendarra (16), representing MILCOPEX 2008, "The
Olympics - Let the Games Begin."
B) NAPEX Creativity Award Presented to Philippe Talarico (13), representing
Royale 2008,
Quebec,
"Musical Instruments."
C) NAPEX Topical Award
Presented to Jenna Smith (10), representing the Minnesota Stamp Expo
2008, "Man's Best Friend: Recognized
Breeds of the American Kennel Club."
D) NAPEX Thematic Award Presented to Lorah Wilson (13), representing VAPEX 2008, "Animals Around
the World."
E) NAPEX Research Award Presented to Caleb Hall (15), representing Filatelic Fiesta 2009, "The Formation
of the United States."

WESTPEX Awards
A) WESTPEX Write-up Award

Presented to John Phillips (13), representing Southeastern Stamp Show 2008,
"The Game of Chess."
B) WESTPEX Flora and Fauna Award

- Presented to Cassandra Stahl (13),
representing INDYPEX 2008, "Panda."
C) WESTPEX Award of Excellence Presented to Sabrina McGill (13), representing Plymouth Show 2008, "Zoofari."
D) WESTPEX Judges' Choice Presented to Alyssah Xeniah C. Alcala
(15), representing Ameristamp Expo
2009, "Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II."
APS Membership Award - Donated
by Ken Martin. Presented to Nick Hall
(12), representing OKPEX 2008,
"Wheels of Freedom."
ATA Membership Award - Donated
by Johnstown Junior Stamp Club Presented to Philippe Talarico (13), representing
Royale 2008,
Quebec,
"Musical Instruments."
The Caring Award in memory of Chris
Winters, MD- Donated by the Pinnacle
Stamp Club, Little Rock, Arkansas.
Presented to Sherri Biendarra (16), representing MILCOPEX 2008, "The
Olympics- Let the Games Begin."
Potentiality Memorial Awards in memory of Sid Nichols and Chet Allen Donated by the Pinnacle Stamp Club,
Little Rock, Arkansas . Presented to Adam
Mangold (9), representing Philadelphia
National Stamp Exhibition 2008, "We
the People" and to Lorah Wilson (13),
representing Stampshow 2008, "Creative
Characters."
Unique Girl's Award- In memory of
Sandy Morris. Presented to Jenna Smith
(10), representing the Minnesota Stamp
Expo 2008, "Man's Best Friend:
Recognized Breeds of the American
Kennel Club."
AAPE is indebted to the many generous donors (both individuals and organizations) who have made these awards
possible. Thank you very much for your
support of our asptnng youth
exhibitorsrMore information about the
youth championship program may be
found at www.aape.org/youth.
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My

Perspec~ive

9n "Is Philatelic Exhibiting In The US In Trouble?"

By Charles J.G. Verge, FRPSC, FRPSL
When I began reading Robert Bell's
article, Is Philatelic Exhibiting in the US in
Trouble ? in the January 2009 TPE, I
thought, "Here we go again," particularly
when I saw the first bold statement: T he
Importance of Money. My views were
confirmed when I read the paragraph about
"money plays a part in literature exhibiting ." Whichever judge relayed to him the
information he repeats should be hung,
drawn and quartered and drummed out of
the judging corps .
Just as well thought-out, researched and
presented stamp exhibits will be properly
rewarded so will literature exhibits. It is not
because they have illustrations in colour
that they get more points , it is because
more attention is put towards clear illustrations when they are in colour. Many of the
black and white photos in books and periodicals are poorly reproduced for many
reasons, but mainly from lack of attention
and pride on the part of the author-albeit
sometimes the printer is at fault. If the
black and white illustrations are crisp and
clear they will be rewarded. If the exhibitor
is writing about the 23 different colour
shades of the 3¢ Small Queen and chooses
to use black and white illustrations it is a
waste of time and the points will reflect
that. The question really is : Is colour necessary for what you are writing about, to
get your point across? If colour is required
does the book need to be full-colour or, can
a mixture of both be acceptable?
Many of the " hard cover books" are
more expensive, yes-you pay for the
pleasure of a hard cover, and get better
results, yes. It is not because they are more
costly. The reason , nine times out of ten, is
that they are definitive works, show a lifetime of researc h and are technically better.
Technically better doesn ' t mean better
paper, hard cover, and size of book. It
means they have the publication data
including, an ISBN number; they have a
table of contents, list of illustrations, list of
tables, a bibliography, an index and many
other of the " technical" features that make
a book a good research tool, a definitive
handbook and a good read. Like a stamp
exhibit poor presentation, lack of research
and lack of development and forethought
will get you poor results in a literature
exhibit. Oh, and good writing counts too.
Where judges may let pass some poor sentence construction and typos in a stamp
The Philatelic Exhibitor

exhibit, yo u cannot do that in a literature
exhibit. Nobel Prizes for literature are not
given for a romance novel. Grand Prix or
Best in C lass for literatu re are not given for
shoddy work or works of less import or
with a finite life such as, with all the due
respect it deserves, a stamp club newsletter.
It may be the best stamp club newsletter in
the country but it does not compete against
the fruit of somebody's twenty years of
research. And, stamp club newsletters have
their own competition where they can get
their Gold medal.
As to publishing, there should be no difference in a judge's mind whether the book
is commercially or self-published. We
should not care. What we should care
about are the subject, the research, the
technical matters and the presentation. As
for the subject being written up: classical
issues over modern material, it should not
matter. Much of the classical material has
been overwritten and nothing much is new
to report. A definitive work on the Great
Americans definitive series, for example,
can be worth just as much and maybe more
than a rehash of the 184 7 issue, all other
judging elements being equal. The Great
American series would benefit by being
given higher research points as much of the
research would be of original nature and
would be more difficult to obtain. An 1847
book would rely heavily on the research of
others and therefore suffer in that criterion.
This brings out another point. Second or
later editions of a definitive work will not
receive the same level of medal as the First
edition. In most cases the First edition, if
properly done, will have received higher
points for research. The Second or subsequent editions will not unless there have
been major revisions and/or substantial
amount of new research added.
Importance and/or significance are the
bane of a judge's life. What is more important or significant? You choose. Is it brand
new information on the Great American
definitive series in a carefully researched,
technically accurate, well written and well
presented paper back or an assembling,
albeit in a different expensive format--coffee table book comes to mind--of information already known about the 1847s? My
money and, as a judge, my point allocation
for importance and/or significance would
be on the Great American series. If the
other judging criteria mentioned above are

met or excelled, the book on the Great
American series should get a better result.
I kept on reading Dr. Bell's article and I
don't disagree with him on his comment
that many of the top winning exhibits have
expensive material in them and, in very
rare cases, that's the only reason why the
exhibit wins a Grand or Reserve Grand. In
most cases however, they also meet the
other criteria. If one looks at the point
breakdown used all over the world except
in North America-although many judges
like me, who are international judges, mentally use the point system in this part of the
world-you wi II see that material or
money spent on an exhibit is not what gives
it the most points. If you look at the points
allocated for Treatment (20), Research and
Personal Study (35), and Presentation (5)
you see that 60% of the points have nothing to do with the cost of material.
The remaining points, Importance
/Significance (I 0), Material (20) and
Condition ( 10) may be influenced by$$$.
However, I would beg to differ when it
comes to $$$ being the only criterion to
allocate these points. I will not dwell on the
subject of Importance/Significance- I
spent time earlier on the subject. Material
will get you many points if you have classica!, hard to find items but I hasten to
point out that the criterion Material is not
only viewed for $$$ but also for difficulty
of acquisition. Some 20th Century material can be very difficult to find. Condition is
condition and, in fact, it is more difficult to
have great condition with "dirty brown
covers" and classical stamps with missing
perforations and cut through margins on
imperforates. Well-centered and pristine
looking 20th Century stamps lend themselves to a higher condition score. I know
of several exhibits of under $10,000 who
have won the Grand or Reserve Grand
Awards in the past. Perhaps we think they
are more valuable but because they meet
the other criteria in spades.
Dr. Bell points out that exhibit training
and advice and support "should be available to all" ·and not only those who have
money. I have a number of comments to
make on this point. Most judges and
exhibitors I know are very free with their
advice without regard to whether the
exhibitor has a fat wallet. The AAPE has a
free mentoring service for exhibitors .
Judging critiques are free advice sessions.
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Stamp shows and organizations have free
seminars and hands-on sessions. The latest
edition of F!P-FLASH, the house organ of
the Federation Internationale de Philatelie
(FIP), has a long list of free international
seminars for judges and exhibitors being
offered around the world including, June 67 at NAPEX in McLean, Virginia. I have
given many of these free seminars locally
and nationally. They are rarely well attended in part because the collector-exhibitor or
potential exhibitor is more interested in the
bourse. The same comment goes for the
best free self-teaching tool: visiting the
exhibits. Usually the frames are rows upon
rows of empty bowling alleys.
Free advice is readily available in writing or in person. If a show asks, many
judges will do free tours of exhibits but in
my experience, few people go along for the
ride. You want a free private critique at the
frames or just want free information about
an exhibit or how to begin exhibiting, ask a
judge or a seasoned exhibitor. In most
cases, if we have the time, we will be
pleased to do it. You have an exhibit in
preparation the AAPE offers a free (except
for postage) critique service.
Oh, and by the way, my pet peeve is
related to those exhibitors and collectors
and even judges who feel that exhibitors
should mount their own exhibits and not
use the services of professional mounters.
If you can do your own carpentry or repair
your own car, my hat is off to you. In most
cases, we hire professionals to do the work.
You want a gift nicely wrapped and you
know you're all thumbs, you pay for the
service unless it is offered free by the
department store. What is the difference
with a stamp exhibit? In my experience,
most exhibitors who use professional
mounters are very knowledgeable about
their subject, dictate the treatment and
approach to take and provide the research.
Mounting is a technical job and, in most
cases, it is not relatively that expensive.
Dr. Bell's comment that phi Ia tel ic
exhibiting is like the Olympics leaves him
open for darts and slings. Steroids =
money? I disagree. Steroids are illegal.
There is nothing illegal about using money.
In fact, it is essential. Where does one find
the hundreds of thousands of dollars
required to train an Olympic athlete? Are
we all cut out to be Olympic athletes? Does
this mean that any child can become an
Olympic athlete given money to buy the
training, advice and support? And yes, the
trainers, coaches, physiotherapists, sports
psychologists, etc., are all paid. They do
not do it out of the goodness of their hearts.
At that level nothing comes for free. Oh, by
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the way, where does natural ability for
sports come into the equation? What about
body structure, metabolism, determination,
grit and strength of character and any other
above-average trait an Olympic athlete
has?
Do Olympic athletes whine because
they don't have enough money, train for six
hours or more a day, redo a routine over
and over again? Do our whining collectors/exhibitors have the grit and determination to find the funds, research their exhibit in-depth at libraries, archives, etc.-not
only the Scott catalogues, and accept public criticism of their exhibit and redo it
many times? I am willing to help any of
those who answer all of these questions
with a firm yes .
One should also mention that most of
the judges have spent untold hours and
many thousands of dollars over many years
getting training, building a library and
learning about subjects that are out of their
area of collecting. In any other field they
would be very well paid consultants.
Bottom line when it comes to money is
that many stamp collectors are skinflints.
They complain about frame fees but don't
hesitate to spend the equivalent on a carton
of cigarettes. They get upset if they are told
that the presentation of their exhibits leave
something be desired because they don't
want to put the money towards the materials required to put a well-presented exhibit
together. They begrudge the $350 given to
each of the judges. It costs most of us well
over $1,000 for each show we judge (travel, hotel and meals) and, for some of my
colleagues, they must take time off from
work. They whine that the big boys win the
award but they will not spend $200 in one
shot-to buy an important piece for their
exhibit preferring to spend I 0 times $20
buying twenty less important pieces most
of which are duplication of each other. You
want the frame fees to be lowered; I think
they should be higher. Try being a show
organizer. You want the judges to provide
their expertise and training pro bono, you
will get what you paid for. If you find anyone to judge it will likely be only the welloff judges who will be giving you their verdict and, let me tell you, exhibitors were
not enamored of that judging process in the
middle of last century. That's why we pay
an honorarium to judges today.
Dr. Bell lists many reasons why "anecdotally" individuals are shying away from
exhibiting. Most of the nonfinancial reasons cited are those related to the individual, perception of their exhibit 's worth and
the foibles of human nature (fear of failure,
procrastinations, misplaced perceptions,

etc.) Judges, stamp shows and stamp societies can do little about these. No, as individuals, we don't like failure; no, we don't
like to be criticized and: no, we don't like
to redo work but, as the expression goes,
"Rome was not built in a day." The art of
exhibiting, like that of writing and painting, for example, is a craft. Like all the others it needs to be learned, honed and
worked on . A Gold medal and a Grand
Award are not given to all exhibits and certainly not normally on the first try.
At the end of his article, Dr. Bell has a
long shopping list of proposed solutions.
Many of these ideas are underway in one
form or another. Many require time, money
and people to work at the solutions. Where
are these "angels"? It does not happen
overnight and it requires long-term commitment by individuals to one of these programmes for it to be successful. The whole
issue is leaders in our hobby wear many
hats because there are not enough interested individuals to take on the different
"jobs" available. The hobby needs a lot
more volunteers . Not only volunteers who
wish to work but also highly skilled ones. I
challenge Dr. Bell to find a demographer or
actuary who will , pro bono, put his proposed surveys together, collect the data and
analyze it meaningfully. Can he find a pro
bono organizational developer who will
lead focus groups, write a Mission
Statement and goals, stay the course, and
monitor and refine those goals over many
years? Can he find retired educators/philatelists who will pro bono give their time to
setting up, devising and writing-up education programs, seminars and self-thought
courses while at the same time publicizing,
monitoring consistency in delivery and
arranging for the seminars/courses to be
given? If not, can he suggest where the
money will come to implement his proposals.
If money is not a requirement then how
can we have a meaningful impact on
recruitment of new collectors and
exhibitors? For example, has Dr. Bell
asked AARP how much an ad costs in their
magazine. I have, and it is prohibitive.
There are other solutions. For AARP, for
example, you might try writing an article
and, if they consider your writing skills
acceptable, they might publish it. The
problem is you need to find a readable
writer who will write on a subject of interest to the readers of AARP. Most of our
collectors and, with all due respect, most of
our philatelic writers would not make the
cut.
I am in complete agreement with Dr.
Bell on some of his other proposals such as
The Philatelic Exhibitor

programs to reach baby boomers. I firmly
believe that that is where the future of our
hobby is. Other of his ideas need fleshing
out and I, for one, would 13e pleas~d to hear
more from him on how he suggests we
"expand and support" the different classes
and divisions such as Frugal Philately,
Display, Cinderella, etc.
Finally, I would not like to let pass his
comments regarding the changes brought
forward by the FIP's Commission for
Postal History and particularly those relating to the moving from geographical
breakdowns to time periods in the way
exhibits are classed and judged at an international exhibition. I do not believe it will
be the panacea he thinks it will and, as far
as I am concerned, it will not be the end of
"check book competition." The time periods equate roughly to pre-UPU period
(before 1875 and most of the stampless
period), what is considered the colonial era
( 1875-1945) and the post-colonial era (post
1945). There are many reasons the
Commission took this decision . Many are
of a technical nature. For example, it was
becoming more and more difficult to find
judges who were expert in all time periods
in a geographic area. Many of us who
judge postal history are far more capable at
judging the stamp period than the stampless one or vice-versa. Others have more
affinity with what is considered the "classic stamp period" (until 1940) while others
are more interested in the modem issues
and the many problems raised by the varied
stamp production technology, mechanization of the postal system and varieties in

printing that come with them .
Although exhibitors might have a more
sympathetic ear overall in their time period, they should not be deluded that they
will be judged differently in one time period from another. They will still have to
meet the judging criteria. In addition, once
the judging is done, higher level medals
such as those of Vermeil and higher will be
"balanced"; i.e., exhibits at those levels
will be looked at as a group, with all periods included, to see if there is a balance in
how the judging results were achieved.
Another balancing act will follow for all
the Golds and Large Golds who will be
subjected to a peer review of senior judges
from all the classes at the exhibition and
"balanced" against the other classes.
In my view, the time periods are a minor
improvement compared to the other
Commission changes. These are more
important and will have more impact. The
ability to add relevant " nonphilatelic"
material to "tell your story" that you
couldn't before is far more useful to an
exhibitor. The addition of a " historical"
postal history class where you will be able
to look at new perspectives of the history of
the post is more than welcome. For example, an exhibit may now look at the history
of a post office that served primarily one
client such as a nursery, hotel or summer
camp and tell the whole story including
that of the company or the camp including
materials such as their corner cards, letterheads, solicitation postcards and any other
items that explain why the post office was
created, how it operated, how it served and

why it was closed. The variety of new
exhibits that could come out of this change
alone should dwarf the benefits of the time
periods.
Probably these Commission changes
will be of no interest to most readers as, if
Dr. Bell's criterion of money is paramount,
exhibitors will not be willing or able to pay
the $50 per frame fee required at the international level. However, such changes
should be applied at national shows in
North America. This will mean that all our
judges will have to be retrained on the new
approaches. Again, this will not happen
overnight, so, if the changes are made in
North America, exhibitors should brace
themselves for uneven Postal History judging for a while.
This Letter to the Editor is too long as a
Letter but I felt I needed to put my thoughts
on paper and share them with members of
the AAPE. Additionally, it might seem to
infer that I am negative about the future of
our hobby. This is the last thing on my
mind. In fact, I think our hobby is flourishing . All we need to do is adapt, reduce our
c
resistance to change, get hundreds of new g
qualified volunteers, stop being petty about <
what other collectors do or achieve and I
o.i
find the funds to get the programs going.
And, if any of you wish to be an
exhibitor, at any level, do you have the
determination, grit and strength of character to start, persevere, accept criticism read
and apply the rules and rework your exhibit over and over again. If yes, stop procrastinating and get going. If not, exhibiting is
not for you.
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ShOW Listings

AAPE will include listings of shows being held during the seven months after the face date of the magazine if they are open shows and if
submitted in the following format w~h .1!11 specified information. World Series of Philately shows are designated by a"*'· Because of space limitations, only those shows that are still
accepting exhibit entries will be listed . Requests for a prospectus should be accompanied by a #1 0 SASE.
*September 25,26 and 27,2009 MILCOPEX
2009. Sponsored by th e Milwaukee Philatelic
Society. A WSP show. Held at Mount Mary College,
N. 92nd Street two blocks sou th of Burleigh.
Milwaukee, WI. 16-page frames avai lable at $25 for
first three frames per exhibit (total. not per frame).
and $ 10 for each additional frame. No charge for
youth exhibits. All classes of exhibits welcomed.
Free Admission. Youth table. 35+ dealers . USPS and
UN . Show cachet and cance l. Further information
and prospectus from Robert Henak, P.O. Bo x
170832, Milwaukee, WI 53217-0832. by e-mail from
henak80/0@sbcglobal.net or from the web site at

www.milwaukeephilatelic.org.
October 3-4, 2009, Cuy-LorPex2009, 5 1st
annua l exhibition of the Cuy-Lor Stamp C lub

(Cleveland , Ohio area). Free admission and parking.
Nine-page frames; fees for ope n competition: $3 per
frame. youth ex hibits - not in open competition no charge. Fifteen frame maximum for a competitive
exhibit. Hours I0 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday, October 3
and I 0 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday, October 4. Location Lutheran West High School , 3850 Linden Road.
Rocky River, OH 44116. Exhibit prospectus available
by e-mai l request to cuylorstampclub@hotmail. com
or USPS mai l to Cuy-Lor Stamp Club , Exhibit
Chairman, P.O. Box 45042, Westlake, OH 44145.
October 18, 2009, THAMESPEX 2009, hosted
by the Thames Stamp Club at Waterford High School.
Waterford , CT. Located near intersection of US Rte
I A and Ct Rte 156 just west of New London . Show
hours are I 0 a.m.-4 p.m. Free admission and parking.

Frame Fees: competitive $5 per frame ($8 sing leframe); noncompetitive $2: juniors free. There are 80
frames available. The Prospectus is available from
Bill McMurray, PO Box 342, Westerly, Rl 02891 or
by E-mail at McMurraypncJ@att.net. The show com memorates the 50th anniversary of the launch of the
navy's first nuclear powered guided missile submarine USS Halibut SSGN-587 on Jan . 9, 1959.
* November 13-15, 2009, VAPEX 2009 at
Lexington George Washington Inn and Conference
Center, 500 Merrimac Trail, Williamsburg, VA 23815.
200 frames of exhibits. $8 per frame/adults and $5 per
frame/youth. $25 single frame exhibits. Free admission and parking. More information from
http://vaphilatelic.org/vapex.htm or Mike Nethersole ,
show chairman, at Mike. Nethersolel@veri~on.net.

Attention Show Committees: When sending your exhibits list to your judges, send a copy (of title pages, too) to
Gini Horn, APS Research Library, 100 Match Factory Pl., Bellefonte, PA 16823. Doing so will help Gini and staff to
locate background literature of help to the judges, and thus facilitate the accuracy of results! Please cooperate.
The Philatelic Exhibitor
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Report From The Secretary
by Liz Hisey, 7227 Sparta Rd., Sebring, FL 33872
MEMBERSHIP STATUS AS OF
JUNE 30, 2009:
U.S. Membership
Active and paid up
713
Life Members
73
First Half of 2009 New Members
27
Decased
3
Foreign Membership
123
Active and paid up
Life Members
12
First Half of 2009 New Members
8
Total Membership June 30, 2009
836
Life Members
86
Special congratulations go to Novice
Award Winners first two quarters of 2009.
Joelle Olalsola, Ameristamp 2009; Scott
Ward, St. Louis Expo 2009; Stephen
McGill, RMSS 2009; Hugh Westgate,
PIPEX 2009; Ian Wright, Edmonton 2009.
All of the above have earned a complimentary membership to AAPE for one year.
Welcome to new members for the first
half of 2009:
Ake Rietz, Stockholm, Sweden
Elmer Cleary, Saint Bruno, Canada
Tom Barabicos, Roswell, GA
Rose Fournier, Franklin , VA
Tom Brougham, Berkley CA
Joseph De Bois Sousa, Valrico, FL
Paul Morton, Rio Rancho, NM
Susan Baker, Flower Mound, TX
Gary Loew, Pine Brook, NJ

William Johnson, Topeka, KS
Greg Shultz, Cuyahoga Falls, OH
John Bowman, Corpus Christi, TX
Vicky Hadley, Lincoln, NE
Stephen McGill, Highlands Ranch, CO
Patricia Moeser, Kinnelon, NJ
Sandra Strzalkowski, Redford, MI
Don Chenevert, Jr. Peoria, IL
Richard Clever, San Jose, CA
Kathryn Johnson, Skokie, IL
Daniel Knowles, Brooklyn , NY
Ong Vincent, Singapore, Singapore
Mark Maestrone, San Diego, CA
James Hering, Marion , OH
Christian Jantzen, Aalborg, Denmark
John Maceo, Shadyside, MD
Alvaro Castro, San Jose, Costa Rica
Chris King, London , UK
Joe Edinger, Philadelphia, PA
Milton Milazzo, Jr, Florianopolis, SC
Ingert Kuzych, Springfield, VA
Robin Cooper, Rawlins, NY
David Skipton, Greenbelt, MD
Svend Waever, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Ijaz Qureshi , Saint-Laurent, Canada
Vera Felts, Carterville, JL
Diana Sadler, Manchester, MO
James Chenevert, III, Peoria, IL
David M. Canestro, Simi Valley, CA
Karl Winkleman, Alpine, NJ
We regreat having to report the passing of

Another Page Option
While attending the 2009 NTSS in
Dayton, at the frames with Phil Stager, I
was explaining my new page size. This size
has been used on two new exhibits. It was
suggested by him that others might be
interested in this size page. The page measures 11-3/4" wide x I 1-1 /2" high. This
large size makes it easy to mount items that
would not fit well or not at all on the standard 8-1 /2"x II" page. For example, a #I 0
envelope or a double width post card can
now be mounted horizontally. The measurement highlighted in bold must be the
width or the sheet will not fit the frame.
With this size you will utilize the maximum area of the frame with 12 pages per
frame.
Benefits of this page size are: I. A standard page size throughout your exhibit
with no need for butted pages to accommodate larger items. Not having butted pages
also makes it easier if you ship your exhib24/July 2009

Nonie Green , Joan
Bleakley and Charlie
Peterson. The AAPE
Board sends condolences to the families of these long-time
active members .
Nineteen letters were written to acknowledge creativity, gold and silver pin awards . In
cases where the recipient was a non member,
back issues of TPE were included , and they
were encouraged to join AAPE. This has
resulted in several new members.
Respectfully submitted,
Elizabeth Hisey, AAPE Secretary
Dear AAPE Members,
An important part of your membership
are the fo ur iss ues of Th e Philatelic
Exhibitor. If you have not communicated
with me that you have moved or have moved
north for the summer, or south for the winter,
your magazine will be returned to me. Our
not-for-profit bulk mailing does not allow for
any of the magazines to be forwarded, so
they come back to me and AAPE has to pay
$1.52 for each returned copy.
I know you don 't want to mi ss an issue, so
please let me know your movements so that
I can adapt the mailing list to reflect your
current address . A quick e-mail is all that is
needed unless you have sent out change of
address cards. lizhisey@ comcasr.net

by Roland Essig

it.
2. More flexibility when building your
page compared to an 8-1/2 x I I or a I I x
17 page.
3. In preparing a postal history or post
card exhibit you can now mount three or
four items on a page without lapping and
still have room for text.
To obtain paper the size you need, your
best bet will be to contact a local medium
size commercial printer, it is doubtful the
small Instant Printer will be able to help
you. To get the maximum number of pages
out of a sheet with minimal waste requires
a 25" x 38"-70# sheet. The 70# is the
weight of the paper. It is recommend you
keep a record of the brand name, color if
other than white, and any other additional
information about the paper purchased. By
so doing, when ordering more paper in the
future it will match what you have been
using. Be sure to specify Paper otherwise

you might end up with heavier cover stock .
Archival Safe top loading page protectors for thi s size are available at Hobby
Lobby in the Scrapbooking area. I should
think they would be available at other large
hobby stores as well. The Hobby Lobby
page protectors come with a card stock
insert meant to be used for a scrapbook
page. These I use as a stiffener backing so
the page will not be flimsy. The only modification necessary is to trim off one half
inch from the top of the page protector,
otherwise they are to high.
All over the counter page protectors are
not the same as some need more modification to fit the frames . Currently I am using
a different brand than I started with . If you
are interested in this exhibiting format and
would like a few tips on using this size
page, you eM contact me at this address.
P.O. Box 251 , West Bend, WI 53095 SASE
appreciated.
The Philatelic Exhibitor
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The World's Great Rarities Benefit
from Philatelic Foundation Certificates
Your Stamps and Covers Will, Too
he unique Ice House cover has been shrouded in secrecy for over 80 years - yet it was no mystery
to the experts of The Philatelic Foundation. Recently our experts examined this legendary cover
and we issued our Expert Opinion declaring it to be a genuine usage of the 1869 90¢ Lincoln
Pictorial- the only known example on cover.
Why do savvy collectors and knowledgeable dealers tum to The Philatelic Foundation for their
opinions? Because PF opinions are respected and add additional value to genuine stamps and covers.
Simply put, many stamps and covers are worth more with a PF Certificate than without one.

T

Submit Your Stamps and Covers Today for a PF Certificate
The same experts who worked on the unique Ice House cover will examine your stamps and covers.
These experts will access the same multimillion-dollar reference collection, apply decades of scholarship
and issue an opinion you can trust.
Call 1-212-221-6555 or visit www.PhilatelicFoundation.org today to download a submission form. Fill
out the one-page form and send it to us with your stamp or cover. Our experts will study your stamp or
cover and return it to you (typically within 30 business days, often less) along with your certificate.

Reward yourself with the security of a Philatelic Foundation Certificate - the gold
standard of philatelic certificates for over 60 years.

The Philatelic Foundation
70 West 40th Street, 15th Floor
New York, NY 10018
(212) 221-6555
www.PhilatelicFoundation.org
26/July 2009
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